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A HISTORICAL STUDY OF I. M. TERRELL HIGH SCHOOL: ITS LEGACY AND 
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Tasha Ronnette Coble Ginn 
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M.Ed., 2001 University of Houston 

B.A., 1998 Texas A&M University 

 

Marla W. McGhee, Professor of Educational Leadership, Supervising Professor 

 

 

The ongoing educational attainment gap between Black and white students is daunting to 

educational researchers and practitioners. Simultaneously, many have unrest about the promises 

of Brown v. Board compared to the actual outcomes for Black students following mandated 

school integration. This study directly focuses on examining the educational experience of Black 

students at I. M. Terrell High School in Fort Worth before the school system’s desegregation 

plan that required its closure. 

The research aims to examine the experience to inform possibilities for addressing the 

Black-white achievement gap. Because of the success of I. M. Terrell’s graduates in educational 

attainment, career, and civic leadership, it warranted taking a look back to determine how the 

school was successful in educating Black students.  

Interest convergence and counter-story telling tenets of Critical Race Theory are the 

theoretical frameworks utilized in the qualitative research study.  Oral history and archival 

research were analyzed to unveil seven themes in response to the research questions. The themes, 

in summary, identified caring teachers, high student expectations, preparation for life beyond 

high school, a family-like school culture, positive racial identity for students, varied expectations 
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of school integration, and the changing of education for Black students as a result of the school’s 

closure. 



  

CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

Shujaa (1996), in exploring the role of desegregation in relation to the current academic 

achievement of Black Americans states, “with respect to public education, the model established 

in Brown v. Board of Education has failed to deliver the desired result of educational equality for 

African Americans” (p. 39). Unfortunately, Black students have not received the quality 

education promised with the passing and implementation of school desegregation laws. 

Educators and Black families are left to wonder if desegregation resulted in long-term negative 

impact on the teaching and learning of Black students. In fact, some Black schools during 

segregation provided a high level of quality education that resulted in the academic success of 

their students. One such school known for providing a top-quality education is I. M. Terrell High 

School in Fort Worth, Texas. Given the need to determine how to better serve Black students 

since desegregation has not served as the solution hoped for by many, the study of a school like 

I. M. Terrell High School may provide insight into how educators can better educate Black 

students.  

I. M. Terrell High school was the first high school in which Black students could receive 

an education in Fort Worth during segregation. Until the 1950s it was the only high school for 

Black students.  Not only did students from Fort Worth attend I. M. Terrell High School, but 

students faced with no other schooling option in several Tarrant County cities—Arlington, 

Bedford, Mansfield, and Weatherford—also attended Terrell. At the height of its student 

enrollment, the school provided an education to as many as 1,747 students. Despite the large 

number of students and limited resources, it is known for providing a learning environment that 

promoted achievement (Miller, 1973).  I. M. Terrell High School was established in 1877 and 

was known as the Ninth Street Colored School until 1910 when it was named the Fort Worth 
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Colored School after undergoing a relocation due to growth in the student population.  One of 

the school’s principals pictured in figure 1, Isaiah Milligan Terrell, is the namesake whose legacy 

prompted the renaming of the school in 1921 (Hanson, 2017). 

Figure 1 

Photo of Isaiah Milligan Terrell 

 

Like many other Black schools during segregation, students at I. M. Terrell knew they 

received subpar materials and often used hand-me-downs from the white schools, however, the 

education and culture in the building still left students believing that obtaining an education was 

the only option and that they could achieve greatness. Walker expresses the legacy of segregated 

schools in the following words: 

…to remember segregated schools largely by recalling only their poor resources presents 

a historically incomplete picture.  Although black schools were indeed commonly lacking 
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in facilities and funding, some evidence suggests that the environment of the segregated 

school had affective traits, institutional policies, and community support that helped 

black children learn in spite of the neglect their schools received from white school 

boards. (p. 3)  

In fact, in 1940 I. M. Terrell participated in the Secondary School Study, which was 

established to support teachers with pedagogical practices. The leaders of the study hoped to 

include only the most “promising schools.”  Selection to participate in the study included an 

evaluation of a school’s methodology regarding the staff’s use of curricular materials and the 

level of school leadership. During the time of the study, I. M. Terrell focused on the development 

of an “integrated core program based on personal and social problems” along with increased 

“student growth and teacher professional development” (Kridel, 2015, p. 17). In addition to the 

study, I. M. Terrell graduates showed success in college despite the cost of a higher education 

that was often a deterrent for many Black students at the time.  A study conducted by Fort Worth 

ISD in 1969 indicated that I. M. Terrell students had fewer failures in college than their 

counterparts who graduated from white Fort Worth high schools such as Paschal, Carter-

Riverside, and Diamond-Hill Jarvis (Wilson, 2012).  The study further shows why the study of I. 

M. Terrell could provide guidance to modern day educators. 

Titus Hall, a graduate of I. M. Terrell, told Madigan in an interview that he wants the 

school to be thought of as the mother school of Fort Worth.  He believes it “should be the high 

school, an emblem of what can be, not of yesteryear” (Madigan, 2002).  He is not alone in his 

regard for his alma mater as it is affectionately remembered as a “beacon on a hill” by many.  

Hall’s words represent the spirit of this research. Is there a lesson for current day educators about 

how Black students were educated that led to so many successes that can possibly change the 

narrative of the current outcomes of Black students?  Can I. M. Terrell be an “emblem” of what 
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can be for the education and achievement of Black students?  Unfortunately, before it could 

serve as such a representation, it was closed without regard to the positive memories associated 

with the school.  

Figure 2 

Photo of I. M. Terrell High School 

 

Despite the desirable outcomes I. M. Terrell had based on both the academic and career 

success of so many of its graduates, Fort Worth ISD closed the doors to the school in 1973, to 

uphold the desegregation laws of the time that had not previously been upheld by the school 

district and its constituents.  Desegregation resulted in the closure of several Black schools 

because of many white parents refusing to send their students to a Black school.  Such closures 

have left scholars wondering if such acts associated with desegregation actually undermined its 

promises (Ford, 2004).  

The purpose of this historical study is to determine how attending I. M. Terrell influenced 

the learning and educational outcomes of its Black students.  For contextual purposes, the study 

includes a review of literature on the topics of desegregation following Brown v. Board of 
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Education, the Black-white achievement gap, and literature specific to I. M. Terrell and schools 

similar to its make-up that solely taught Black students during segregation.  

Problem Statement 

 

 The disparity in educational outcomes between Black students and white students is 

profound.  Educators and scholars have studied the Black-white achievement gap for years 

without resolve and Rod Paige, former U.S. Secretary of Education, believes closing the gap is 

the civil rights issue of the current time period (Paige & Witty, 2010).  The collective educational 

outcomes of Black students are currently less than half that of their white peers. The gap is not 

just apparent in one area of measure, but across a variety of areas including standardized state 

test scores, national norm-referenced test scores, high school graduation, college entrance exams, 

course selection, and college graduation rates (Ansell, 2011).  In all areas that measure academic 

achievement, Black students fall behind white students (Guinier, 2004).  The discrepancies are 

unquestionably present in Texas public schools as shown in Table 1 with data reported by the 

Texas Tribune for the 2015-2016 school year.   
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Table 1 

Texas Public School Academic Data  

 White Texas 

Public School 

Students 

 

African American 

Texas Public School 

Students 

 

      

Four Year Graduation Rates 93.4% 86.3% 

Drop Out Rates 1.1% 3% 

AP/IB Participation 27.4% 16.6% 

AP/IB Performance 62.9% 27.2% 

Note. AP means Advanced Placement and IB means International Baccalaureate.   

 

Participation here means those who enroll in a course identified in one of these two ways and 

performance represents the students who meet the required elements that denote success in the 

course.  

 The gap in performance is not unique to Texas but is present throughout the United 

States in nearly every performance area as compared to all other racial groups.  Given the 

outcomes of Black students especially compared to their white counterparts, it is imperative that 

an examination of the history of the education of Black students is reviewed to determine if 

potential causes or solutions can be discovered. The longer it takes to develop potential reasons 

and thus potential solutions, the wider the gap could become.  The gap could become wider 

because not only does Black achievement have to increase to close the gap, but it must increase 

at higher rates than white students are currently achieving (Murphy, 2009). 

Rationale for this Study 
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  The Black-white achievement gap has been examined without carefully studying the 

schools that successfully educated Black students prior to desegregation.  Even with the 

inequitable resources, numerous Black students successfully graduated from high school and 

many went on to graduate from college.  This research serves as an alternate way to possibly 

determine what helps Black students have academic success. 

 Given that it has been nearly fifty years since I.M Terrell High School closed its doors, 

the history of the school should be recorded before those who walked the hallways of the school 

no longer have the ability to convey their experiences. Capturing the stories of students who 

attended I. M. Terrell before its closer is also important to contribute to the past of Fort Worth by 

sharing the history of a specific group of people.  

Plan of Study 

 Historical ethnography was utilized for this qualitative research study.  Traditional 

components of historical research including archival analysis and oral history were incorporated 

in the study.  Through the historical research lens, I was equipped to tell the “rich story” of the 

students and their learning. The study is ethnographic in its specific study of the group of 

individuals who experienced what it meant to be a part of Terrell High School’s culture as a 

student.  Ethnographies is not classified solely by its methodology, but a type of research 

grounded in its purpose to understand “social meanings” and “activities” of a particular group of 

people in a particular setting (Brewer, 2000). Moreover, the study is ethnographic because the 

heart of the research is to determine the culture of the school.  Culture, as described by Merriam, 

references the beliefs, approach, and morals of a specific group of people (2009). The discovery 

of I. M. Terrell’s culture through a historical lens is the core of the work. The purpose of this 

study is to determine how attending I. M. Terrell influenced the learning and educational 

outcomes of its students.  In working towards this purpose, I examined the context of the school 
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and the experiences of former students and faculty.  Furthermore, the process of desegregation 

that resulted in the school's closure was examined.   

 Subject-oriented oral history and archival research were utilized to capture rich 

description of the educational experiences of former I. M. Terrell students and faculty.  Archival 

research is the collection and study of documents and artifacts about the research subject (Mills, 

2018). The oral history process allows the researcher to bring together various viewpoints to 

make meaning of the subject of study (Ritchie, 1995). I was therefore able to bring together the 

experience of various former students to unveil what it meant to be a member of I. M. Terrell’s 

school community.  The unveiling process that is collected by the research using oral history 

may include topics and perspectives that have previously been hidden, silenced, or forgotten 

(Bornat, 2011). Archival research assists with allowing the researcher to answer questions 

regarding the value of a time of history (Mills, 2018).  The value can then be utilized to interpret 

the present based on past decisions while also considering both intentional and implicit choices 

to ultimately reveal what actually happened during a time in history (Mills, 2018).  The archival 

research process helped to validate what was captured from the oral history through the 

triangulation process.  

This study was guided by three overarching research questions. 

 1. How do people describe the experience of being a student at I. M. Terrell High 

School? 

 2.  Prior to the decision and enforcement of school desegregation, what were the expected 

educational expectations for Black students after school desegregation actually occurred? 

3. What happened after the closing of I. M. Terrell High School?  How was education 

different? 

Theoretical Framework 
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Critical Race Theory (CRT) is the theoretical framework that underpinned this work.  

CRT explores the unstated intentions of individuals when making decisions, policies, and laws 

that have racial implications or are connected to racial differences between the policymaker and 

those who will experience the impact of the policy (Chapman, Dixon, Gillborn, & Ladson-

Billings, 2013; Zamudio, Russell, & Rios, 2010).  CRT is an ideal framework because it allows 

for a cross analysis between the current academic achievement levels of African Americans 

compared to their white peers and the majoritarian shaped history (Love, 2004). The specific 

areas of the framework that guided the research and analysis were construction of narratives, 

interest convergence, and the use of revisionist histories to ultimately use the historical context to 

understand the contemporary context (Ladson-Billings, 1995).  Through CRT it is possible to see 

how the various ways those who experienced the same time in history interpret the period and 

events in history (Adams & Adams, 2014). 

 Interest convergence is the idea that white people will only support racial justice policy 

when it is clear to them that they can benefit by moving forward with said policy (Bell, 2004).   

In other words, white people will uphold policies that support justice for Black people only when 

they believe the benefit intersects with an opportunity for their own advancement. 

 Construction of narratives and revisionist histories reflects the process and opportunity to 

reintroduce history through an interpretation from those whose voices are traditionally not a part 

of the original historical record.  The narratives allow for the telling of the counter story by those 

who were oppressed and not a member of the culture that has shaped and told the dominate 

narrative (Brown, 2010).  Despite its name, CRT is meant to look at race related policy with the 

attempt to help bring redemption, not merely criticism (Ladson-Billings, 2013).  The counter 

narrative process allows for the preservation of the history from the perspective of the oppressed 

(Mungo, 2013).   Through the preservation comes the use of the reconstruction of an earlier time 
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to aid in the understanding of the present (Donato & Lazerson, 2000). Revisionist history allows 

for the exploration of how the result of actions in history may have been influenced by the 

dynamics amongst those with and without power and wealth (Donato & Lazerson, 2000). 

Overview of Research Process 

  A qualitative historical ethnography was utilized to address the research questions.  The 

rich description that comes from qualitative research is well aligned with the purpose of this 

study. An ethnographic study allows the researcher to learn the key elements of a specific group 

(Merriam, 2009).  I. M. Terrell's culture was studied through oral history since it is no longer in 

existence.1 

The oral history process is similar to that of interviewing in traditional qualitative 

research, but because of its essence for the overall research process, it tends to include more in-

depth questions and may involve multiple interviews with each subject.  Oral history is a process 

that allows for memories and personal explanations to capture historical significance through the 

process of interviews that are recorded (Ritchie, 1995).  The capturing of the oral histories often 

unveils information that is not already available to the researcher or the historian through other 

methodologies.  Oral history provides an opportunity to retell important historical events from 

the vantage point of those who were disregarded in other accounts of history (Adams & Adams, 

2014). Given the process of historical research and the foundation of Critical Race Theory, the 

two can be easily interwoven through the research process.  

The oral histories were combined with archival research and document review.  Archival 

research was conducted using Fort Worth ISD’s Billy W. Sills Center for Archives, Fort Worth 

Star Telegram Digital Historical Archive, and Fort Worth ISD’s Office of Legal Services 

 
1 The current I. M. Terrell for STEM and VPA opened in 2018 as a new school in the former building of the I. M. 

Terrell High School  
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archives. Archival research allowed access to primary source materials while also allowing the 

opportunity to cross reference trends and themes that surface during the oral history process.  

 With a mindfulness of CRT data analysis that included mining for themes and patterns 

for proper coding took place.  Patterns and connections were discovered across the archives and 

oral history.  

Terminology 

 The terms African American, Black, and black people will be utilized interchangeably 

throughout this dissertation.  The intended definition is to represent individuals who are of 

African descent through North American slavery.   

Positionality 

 I recognized that my positionality could present itself as a bias, however, it is my 

positionality that led to the selection of I. M. Terrell as the subject of my research. I am a Black 

woman whose identity is closely tied to the reality that I am a descendant of North American 

slaves.  I am also the child of parents who grew up in Fort Worth during the time of Jim Crow. 

My positionality and interest in the Black-white achievement gap is further colored by the lens 

that I am a first-generation high school graduate within the context of my paternal family and a 

first-generation college graduate amongst my maternal family.   

 This research is a reflection of my simultaneous gratefulness and anger that I am a first-

generation college graduate.  As a Black student in predominantly K-12 white educational 

settings, I was often recognized as the exception and different in my pursuits compared to many 

of my Black peers.  Despite my success, I am angered by the educational outcomes of many 

members of my family and frankly of those who also connect with the lineage of those who 

experienced living within the reality of Jim Crow.  My mixed emotions of being classified as an 

exception within my racial group and my strong desire to try to determine what was different for 
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my sister and me is what spurs me to this research.  In addition, the work I do each day to help 

my students reach their own college graduation, motivates this research.   I. M. Terrell is my 

earliest memory to allow me to make sense of how I managed to “make it.”  My only other early 

memory is the special effort Mrs. Fannie Davis, my Black first grade teacher, took to make sure I 

was always learning.   

 I was raised almost exclusively by my mother. My mother, unlike her sisters, attended 

and graduated from I. M. Terrell. As the oldest in her family, segregated high school was her 

only option for a high school education. I have memories of her identifying the then abandoned 

building as I traveled as a passenger in her car as a child.  Her yearbook became my original 

history lesson in segregated schools when at the age of ten or eleven I asked her why everyone in 

her yearbook was Black as it was starkly different than the education I had received by that point 

in my life. While my mother did not attend college herself, she managed to know that a college 

education would make a difference for her daughters and would prevent them from having to 

engage in difficult physical labor to make a middle-class wage.  However, I have no recollection 

of my aunts saying anything that promoted education in this same way for my sister, their own 

children, or me.  As a result, I began to become desperate to know what happened in that school 

on the hill before it closed that allowed my mother to believe and know differently than her 

younger sisters who attended the integrated high school. 

 My educational experiences have afforded me the opportunity to teach and lead primarily 

in urban schools along with a few years in a suburban setting. After serving in a number of 

leadership positions I continue to grapple with the reality that, often, the Black students are 

outperformed by their non-Black peers.  My pathway has continuously reminded me that I am 

still viewed by many as an exception within the Black community. I am anxious and hopeful in 

my lifetime that the data used to measure educational outcomes will one day tell a different 
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story.  This research is a small beginning for me to hopefully shed light on my own educational 

journey while also making some discoveries that can positively shift the journey for others 

through illuminating the Black-white achievement gap.  

 In summary, my positionality is grounded in the part of CRT that works to make sense of 

and come against the inequalities that continue to exist for Black students (Irby, et al, 2013).  I 

do not believe the inequality is just about the present-day education system, but is grounded and 

shaped in the historical way that Black students have and have not been educated. The challenge 

of my positionality is that I am both an insider and outsider of my research (Herr & Anderson, 

2015).  I am an insider in that I identify as Black, I have a personal connection to I. M. Terrell 

High School and I am a native of Fort Worth.  However, I am also an outsider in that my 

educational outcomes do not mirror the data of the Black students who are the underpinning of 

this research. My experience also vastly differs from my participants because with the exception 

of two years, my entire educational pathway has been in predominately white institutions.  

 As a result of my positionality, I had to make sure I did not avoid researching or sharing 

any data that goes against the image of I. M. Terrell my mother managed to paint for me over 30 

years ago. Furthermore, I have to make sure my anger about the status quo of educating Black 

children does not color my interpretation of any collected data or my reading of the literature. 

 I also have to make sure I do not directly or indirectly omit any information about I. M. 

Terrell that shapes it in a light that is different to what my mother shaped for me as a little girl.   

Limitations 

 There were five main limitations to this research.  First, given when I. M. Terrell High 

School closed, many of the former students have already passed away.  As a result, it required a 

large amount of time to identify and secure the number of students necessary to accurately 

answer the research questions. Secondly, there is some personal bias that I had to guard against 
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since I am a native of Fort Worth and my mother is a graduate of I. M. Terrell High School. 

During the research process, I also discovered that my personal bias also served as a strength.  

My connections to Fort Worth and I. M. Terrell High School allowed me to secure a diverse 

representation of former I. M. Terrell students and fostered my commitment to accurately 

sharing my findings.  Thirdly, the oral history part of the research is dependent on memories of 

what happened at the school nearly 50 years ago.   An additional possible limitation is the 

participation sample because those with primarily negative memories of their student experience 

may have chosen not to participate in the study.  Lastly, the findings comparing the experience at 

I. M. Terrell to the experience as a student in a predominately white school are largely second-

hand reported, except for one participant.  

Summary 

 Chapter One provides an introduction to the study.  The framing of the research is 

grounded in a study of the desegregation laws that came from the Brown decision opened the 

chapter.  An overview of the subject of the study, I. M. Terrell High School located in Fort 

Worth, Texas, was presented.   

 The purpose of the study was described as historical research to determine how I. M. 

Terrell, a Black high school that never integrated, influenced the learning and educational 

outcomes of its students.  

 The problem statement regarding the educational attainment disparity between Black and 

white students was presented. The connection of the problem statement and the study of I. M. 

Terrell were established in the rationale for the study. 

 An overview of the approach of the study was established.  The qualitative research 

methods that were utilized were outlined.  The process for using the methods were also included.  
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 The process of the selection of the subject is presented through my positionality which 

includes a discussion of my personal connection to the problem statement.  The chapter 

concludes with the sharing of my personal background that heavily shapes my positionality 

along with a discussion of the limitations that are deeply grounded in the challenges that can 

come with historical research:  a subject of study that is no longer in existence.  
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CHAPTER TWO   

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Black-white Achievement Gap 

The Black-white achievement gap that currently exists is not new. The gap is a product of 

a history of educational inequity of Black students. The slavery that legally existed in the United 

States of America until 1865 set the foundation for the gap. The laws that existed to prevent 

slaves from becoming literate set the stage for the divide. The small number of slaves who were 

educated were sometimes viewed as a threat when they began writing about their experience as 

slaves which only increased the adamant effort to prevent slaves from becoming literate (Levine 

& Levine, 2014).    

Once slavery legally ended a great deal of time passed before Black people had equal 

access to schools. Immediately following the legal end to slavery, some Black parents faced 

enormous intimidations and harassment for having their children attend school (Levine & 

Levine, 2014).  For a number of reasons, access was not viewed equal across racial lines even 

when the opportunities existed to access education.  In 1940 only 7.7 % of Black people had 

completed high school and just over one percent had finished college (Ravitch, 2001).  Despite 

the length of time since the end of slavery, an unquestionable educational gap still exists between 

Black and white students.  

The discrepancies across academic outcomes between Black and white students continues 

to exist by every imaginable measure. The data shows that despite efforts made by educators, 

little progress has been made to close the looming gap that is present in high school graduation 

rates, standardized test scores, and college graduation rates (Milner, 2012).  Furthermore, Black 

students receive more suspensions, are promoted to the next grade at a lower rate, have higher 

special education placements, and fewer placements in gifted programs (Zamudio, et al, 2010). 
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The combination of the areas where Black students perform at the lowest measured levels 

combined with the areas where they have the highest statistics ultimately mean dismal academic 

and life outcomes. It is also clear that Brown v. Board of Education offered little to no progress 

in this area.  The history and legacy of Brown can help show the ongoing opportunity gap that 

Black students face.  While there has been some improvement in Black student achievement 

there has also been improvement for white students which has allowed the gap to remain 

(Rothstein, 2014).  

  Black students graduate from high school at a much lower rate than their white 

counterparts (Paige & Witty, 2010).  The lower high school graduation rates for Black students 

may also be caused by the number of Black students who are enrolled in grade levels below their 

chronological age which likely contributes to the student making the decision to drop out instead 

of continuing to pursue their diploma (Farley, 1984). 

 Within the realm of high school graduation is also the access to academic rigor that each 

group experiences during their high school educational experience.  White students are twice 

more likely to take classes classified with higher academic levels than Black students (Ansell, 

2011).  The discrepancy is magnified when looking at Advanced Placement (AP) statistics given 

that only 6.4% of African Americans took the AP exams in 2006 (Taliaferro & DeCuir-Gunby, 

2007).   

 Negative stereotyping is one of the reasons given for the gap (Ansell, 2011).  Such 

stereotyping is often exacerbated if a student has a low self-esteem.  Self-esteem is shown to 

have been higher for Black children in segregated schools before the passing and implementation 

of Brown v. Board of Education (Armor, 2003). Such self-esteem and negative stereotyping are 

often further compounded by teachers who have lower expectations for their Black students than 

their white students (Bali & Alvarez, 2003).    Low expectations can result in Black students 
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having such self-doubt that they believe they are not as intelligent as white students (Horton, 

2004).  The low expectations are often exacerbated if the teacher has a different background that 

may cause the teachers to have made assumptions about the student’s ability to succeed (Horton, 

2004). 

  It is difficult to look at any of the areas surrounding the Black-white achievement gap 

without also exploring the financial differences and the correlation of poverty on educational 

attainment.  It becomes evident that there is a cycle that has formed that appears to become 

stronger with each passing generation.  Students in poverty are less likely to access an excellent 

education.  Students without access to an excellent education are less likely to secure a job with 

high financial security and the result is poverty and thus limited access to a quality education.  

 Academic achievement scores show similar if not worse outcomes than what is 

represented by high school graduation rates. Given the vast differences, there is no question in 

regards if the achievement gap exists across achievement test (Bali & Alvarez, 2003).   For 

example, in Illinois, the percent of Black children in the 9th grade who are at or above state level 

in reading is 48.7% compared to 76.8% of white children.  A worse discrepancy exists for math, 

with 64.8% of white children performing at or above grade level, whereas only 22.1% of Black 

children perform at the same levels (Horton, 2004).  In fact, the data presented by Horton not 

only shows that Black children trail far behind white students, but they are the lowest performing 

among all reported student groups (i.e., Hispanic, Asian, Native American, and Low Income) in 

both math and reading.  The gap is shown in other states including Texas where fewer than 30% 

of Black students score in the top half of the state’s distribution (Hanushek, Kain, & Rivkin, 

2009).  

 Attainment of college degree shows further differences for Black and white students.  

While high school graduation is most certainly a barrier, the level and quality of the education 
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received in high school will have an impact on college success as well (Steele, 1992).  The SAT 

is a gatekeeper for entrance in most colleges. Only 0.8 percent of Black students earned a score 

of least 700 on the SAT out of a possible 1600, while this number is 5.3 percent for white 

students (JBHE Foundation, 2000).  Of the Black students who enter college, only 40 percent are 

graduating compared to 61 percent of the white students (JBHE Foundation Inc., 2004). 

 The history of the achievement gap for Black students in particular has led to recent 

researchers to coin the terms “opportunity gap” and “educational debt.”  The terminology speaks 

to the many factors that perpetuate the lower educational outcomes of students belonging to 

certain groups.  The history of the education of Black students created a logical path for this 

current gap because of the history of African American in United States and the ongoing 

educational inequity that has caused the current results. The history of the educating of Black 

children prevents it from being studied or analyzed in the same way one might look at the 

progression of education of white children (Watkins, 1996).  Understanding Brown v. Board of 

Education from a variety of viewpoints is a crucial part of the history.  

Brown v. Board of Education  

Brown v. Board of Education, or Brown, references a U.S. Supreme Court case decided 

on May 17, 1954.  The five class-action lawsuits that make up Brown established that it was 

unlawful to have separate educational facilities for Black and white children. Gebhart v. Belton, 

Brown v. Board of Education, Briggs v. Elliott, Davis v. County School Board of Prince Edward 

County, and Bolling v. Sharpe make up what is known as Brown v. Board (Balkin, 2001).  

 The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) coupled 

with the legal strategy of Thurgood Marshall were instrumental in the execution of Brown.  

Marshall strongly believed that a segregated education negatively impacted Black students’ self-

work, outlook on life, and ability to reach and succeed in higher education (Byrne, 2005). 
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 Following Brown several places still actively chose not to work towards the 

desegregation of their schools.  The Southern Manifesto was one such effort.  In 1956 the 

Southern Manifesto was signed by Congress in southern states as an effort to condemn the 

Brown ruling.  The document was grounded in the belief that Brown was not aligned to the 

constitution and was driven by a social science and not a legal premise (Cottrol, Diamond, & 

Ware, 2003; Balkin, 2001).  

 The passing of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 promised a great 

deal of federal funds, which prompted some school systems to finally work towards 

desegregation to avoid losing the funds (Morris & Morris, 2002).  However, even with the desire 

to receive the federal funds, giving the various avoidance tactics in place, it was not until 1970 

that legislation existed to actually enforce the desegregation orders that had come so many years 

before (Bell, 2005).  The Fort Worth Independent School District was among the school systems 

that delayed full enforcement of Brown. 

 The failure to desegregate in Fort Worth, Texas resulted in a lawsuit being filed in 1963.  

The lawsuit, Flax v. Potts, was led by lawyer, L. Clifford Davis. This lawsuit is thought to be the 

real beginning of school desegregation in Fort Worth even though segregated schools existed for 

over a decade beyond the litigation.  

Interest Convergence and Brown v. Board  

Interest convergence is a principle that is thought to have contributed to the reason that 

Brown was passed.  Interest convergence is the belief that the equality or advancement of Black 

people will only occur when it converges with the interest, desires, or advancement of white 

people (Bell, 1980; Guinier, 2004). 

Most know Brown as an effort to equalize schooling across racial lines and specifically to 

protect the education of Black children. Conversely, several scholars have identified other 
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possible motives for Brown including that it was executed because of the political context at that 

time of history (Ladson-Billings, 2004). One of which is the United States’ reputation for race 

relations negatively impacted foreign relations during the Cold War years, and declaring an end 

to racial segregation in schools was necessary to change the perception (Dudziak, 2000).  

Segregation was not aligned to the proclaimed freedom and democracy held by the United States 

(Bell, 2004).   The timing and desires of those in “power” allowed for the passing of Brown.   

 Brown became a way to attempt to overshadow the racists decisions that shaped the 

history of America.  It was to counter the slavery, Jim Crow Laws, and mistreatment of Native 

Americans, that combined, make up a large time in history (Balkin, 2001).  The effort to reduce 

the opportunity for someone to classify America as a nation that unfairly treats individual at the 

time coincided with the pressure to desegregate schools. The timing offered interest convergence 

that many thought would benefit both Black children and the foreign relations of the United 

States.   

Opinions on School Desegregation 

Brown, both before and after its passing, was regarded as an opportunity to relieve Black 

children from poor and unequal learning experiences.  Many did not want desegregation, but 

equal access to physical resources within the existing Black schools (Mungo, 2013).  However, 

while there were many supporters, the desire for integrated schools was not shared across the 

entire Black community. There were those who followed the NAACP’s consistent effort to give 

Black students access to schools with white students and there were those who shared the W. E. 

B. Du Bois’ skepticism about the unplanned consequences that could come with integration.  

Within the Black community those who supported Brown did so for different reasons.  

Some wanted their children to attend any school they desired while others wanted their children 
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to have access to the same academic resources and opportunity as the students who attended all 

white educational institutions.  

The Black community also had individuals and activist groups who supported all-Black 

institutions and recognized the idea of inferiority that was associated with ending the education 

of Black children in all-black schools (Lyons & Chesley, 2004).  Those who disagreed with 

integration did so for a variety of reasons. One of the reasons was the belief that it would 

undercut what the Black community had worked to build to uplift their race and create leadership 

skills pride in their children (Morris & Morris, 2002).  In addition, there was fear that Black 

students would lose access to the Black educators who knew their community and culture 

personally, while also serving as role models to their students (Lutz, 2017).  The lack of financial 

security for educators and the other positions held in the segregated Black schools were also 

feared (Lutz, 2017).  The concern that the personal relationships and the quality education that 

Black students received in segregated schools was not possible in all white institutions 

permeated the thoughts and fears of those who stood firmly against desegregated schools for 

decades prior to Brown (Du Bois, 1935).  

Black High Schools Before the Enforcement of Brown 

The scholarly study of Black high schools before Brown often focuses on what the 

schools did not have and consistently paints a picture of the schools being inept and in need of 

integration for students to have success.  With this approach there has been a missed opportunity 

to carefully study those schools who produced graduates who went on to further their education 

and/or build successful lives.  Some may conclude it has been a conscious effort to ignore their 

achievements (Sowell, 1974).  Examples of such high schools include Dunbar High School in 

Washington D.C., Caswell County Training School in North Carolina, Dunbar High School in 

Little Rock, Arkansas, and I. M. Terrell High School in Fort Worth, Texas. 
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Segregated Black schools were viewed as the foundation for social advancement, 

community building, and a vital tool to build racial pride and pride in self (Sowell, 1974).  In 

historically segregated Black schools, many believed the schools addressed the sociological and 

overall wellness of students beyond the expected educational needs of the students (Irvine & 

Irvine, 2017).  Mungo presents that the racial pride and wellness allowed for the valuing and 

education through the building of relationships within the school community (2013). 

The standard of excellence that stood on the foundation of dedicated teachers, courageous 

principals, and strong community led to the success of Black students despite the inequities that 

surrounded the separate school systems (Horsford 2009; Sowell 1974).  The importance of 

education to achieve greatness and therefore learning is not an option (Walker, 1996). The 

teachers often characterized as being strict and demanding, accepted nothing less than the best of 

each student both academically and socially (K’Meyer, 2013). 

The principal had a presence that made it clear that he was available to the students and 

had a personal interest in the success of each student (Shujaa, 1996; Walker, 1996). The 

availability and relationships were not limited to the principal, but were evident across all of the 

educators in the school.  Students knew they were cared about (Walker, 1996).  As a result of the 

care the students did not want to disappoint the educators (Walker, 1996). Through the 

relationships educators instilled in the students the importance of an education.  Students were 

taught and believed that education was their way to social mobility.  This resulted in students 

being encouraged to pursue college because—it was taught—it was the best option for social 

mobility (Walker, 1996; Sowell, 1974).  The conversations and relationships were not only about 

pursuing a higher education, but also about the day-to-day challenges of being a high school 

student (Walker, 1996).  The conversations resulted in a family atmosphere where the teachers 

held a “parentlike authority” (Walker, 1996).  
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Those educated in these schools in several cases would go on to earn higher degrees and 

then return to their alma mater to teach. Schools such as Dunbar High School in Washington, 

D.C. had students who outperformed students at white schools and most of their students 

graduated from college (Sowell, 1974).  

Desegregation of Public Schools  

The argument stands that the negative impact Brown had on social and economic factors 

within the Black community were far greater than the questionable minimal academic 

improvement for Black students (Saatcioglu, 2010).  The negative impact has been contributed to 

Brown’s failure to outline the process for integration or how to address the job loss for Black 

educators (Lash & Ratcliffe, 2014; Love, 2004).  In fact, those who had benefited from the 

segregated education prior to Brown were the same individuals who developed the process or 

lack thereof for its enforcement (Love, 2010). The desegregation of public Black schools is seen 

by many to be the beginning of the downfall of the education of Black students.  

 Desegregation often resulted in the closing of the Black schools because the Black 

students were bused to white schools. Black students were often met with hostility and ill-regard 

which jeopardized the equal education for which many had hoped (Bell, 2004 & Shujaa, 1996). 

White families in many cases refused to send their students to the Black schools which resulted 

in white flight (Crosby, 2012; Hanushek, Kain & Rivkin, 2009). 

 White flight happened quickly after Brown and continues to happen which has led to 

segregation of schools happening again without Jim Crow laws dictating it to happen. After the 

closing of Black schools, many school systems begin busing Black students to white schools. 

The white families who did not want their children to attend school with Black students begin to 

move away.  The process had an underlying message that Black children can only learn if they 

are in the presence of white children (Love, 2010).  It further exemplified the idea that the 
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desegregation process made accommodations for the white and especially the white elite in lieu 

of making an effort to work towards equalizing educational opportunity across racial lines 

(Shircliffe, 2006).     

 The process and aftermath of desegregation has left some Black people beyond 

disappointed and longing for the community that was lost as a result of integration efforts 

(Guinier, 2004).   In cases where schools did integrate, Black students were made to feel inferior 

both culturally and academically.  If they felt secure enough to show their intellect, they were 

classified as a novelty within the Black race (Morris & Morris, 2002).  

Retrospective of Brown  

The ruling was celebrated by many, but it failed to include a timeline, the details of the 

process of, or how the process would be enforced (Urban & Wagoner, 2009).   However, this is 

not surprising since the term that is well known historically, “separate but equal,” was not 

defined and/or held a different meaning across lines of color. The variance in the interpretation 

of the term was only further complicated by the lack of clarity within the court system (Shujaa, 

1996).  

 Some Black people look back on the process and now realize that the desire for 

integration kept them from keeping their eyes on the real goals for equal educational 

opportunities and protecting the social and psychological well-being of Black children (Bell, 

2004).  There is now a realization that integration without the components that made historical 

Black schools great cannot result in the excellent education originally surrounding the support 

for desegregation.  The warning of W.E.B. Du Bois that an integrated school without caring 

teachers cannot have good outcomes for Black students now overshadows the efforts and hopes 

associated with integration (Bell, 2004).  
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 Brown’s success in terms of equalizing education for Blacks was not possible because it 

protected the interest and desires of white people (Shujaa, 1996). White families refused to send 

their students to the all-black schools while simultaneously fighting to prevent the Black students 

from attending their schools (Shujaa, 1996).  This meant that the law that was used to promise 

and offer a better education to Black students actually resulted in a burden for Black students and 

their families.  The closing of schools that had offered so much to Black students became the 

greatest burden of all.  

The execution of Brown assumed that the problem was not facilities or resources but the 

inferior nature of Black people.  Therefore, if Black people just learned alongside white people, 

then the education process would be equalized (Ladson-Billings, 2004). 

 There was little done to improve the educational facilities or long-term integration in the 

aftermath of Brown (Guinier, 2004).  Beyond the facilities and integration, there still remains 

questions regarding if the decision and how it was executed had positive effects on Black 

academic, social, or labor market outcomes (Hanushek, Kain & Rivkin, 2009).  In retrospect, the 

negative outcomes can be said to have outweighed any benefits of Brown.  The unexpected 

negative outcomes include lowering self-concept of Black children because of their treatment 

once permitted to attend the formerly all-white schools, and job losses for Black educators 

(Horsford & McKenzie, 2008; Shircliffe, 2006). The loss of jobs for Black educators negatively 

impacted the economic state of the Black community especially given how many educated Black 

people were teachers during the time period.  With the reduction of Black educators, the 

relationship between the teacher and the student changed when Black students no longer had 

teachers who shared their racial background or community (Horsford & McKenzie, 2008).  The 

community that existed in the Black community until the time of desegregation had been the 

foundation of the Black school.  After Brown, this foundation was damaged. (Irvine & Irvine, 
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2007).  Parents classify the time of all-black schools as a time when they knew their children 

were supported and held in high regard (Shircliffe, 2006).  The hopes associated with Brown to 

educate and advance the Black community led to the community being undervalued and 

dismantled.  

 There was hope that the Promised Land would come to fruition because of desegregation.  

However, now some think that this was hopeful, lofty thinking that has been left unfulfilled after 

the many decades since the passing of Brown (Guinier, 2004; Horsford & McKenzie, 2008).   

Instead of increased resources the results in many places just meant Black children could sit next 

to white children (Horsford & McKenzie, 2008). 

 Desegregation in many places resulted in a decline in the feeling of community and 

discipline within the education process for Black students (Shircliffe, 2006). Integrating schools 

left many hopeful for improved opportunity and lives for Black people.  The loss of community 

is thought to have an influence on current day education. This sentiment is captured through 

study of the closing of Black schools in Tampa:   

For others, the closing of high schools represented the death of a community, and a deep 

insult to African-Americans in the county.  Furthermore, many former teachers and 

students associate the closing of high schools, particularly in Tampa, with contemporary 

problems plaguing Black communities: low level of educational attainment, high rates of 

joblessness, family dislocation, and crime. (Shircliffe, 2006, p. 10) 

Chapter Summary 

 

 Chapter Two provides a review of the literature related to the topic of research. The first 

of this literature explores the myriad ways that Black students trail behind their white peers.  The 

specific areas of the discrepancies including high school graduation, the level of course 

difficulty, and college graduation are discussed. The chapter recommends the need to explore the 
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current gap through a historical lens that should include Brown v. Board.  An overview and 

trends of Black high schools prior to the enforcement of Brown is presented to show that in many 

cases the standard of excellence that existed was beneficial for the children who attended these 

schools.  The desegregation process and aftermath are shared along with a discussion of Brown’s 

ultimate failure to equalize education.   
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CHAPTER THREE   

METHODS  

Introduction 

In this chapter I provide an overview of the methods that were utilized to conduct the 

historical study.  The methods of this qualitative study included archival research and oral 

history.  These methods allowed me hear directly from former I. M. Terrell students in order to 

capture their academic experiences which resulted in the long-term legacy and positive 

reputation of the iconic Fort Worth school.  In addition to using oral history to learn their 

experiences, I have also been able to report their perspectives on desegregation that ultimately 

resulted in the closing of Terrell.  This methodology is fitting because of the historical 

foundation of interest convergence, a tenet of Critical Race Theory.  Historical research allows 

current day decisions to be informed by past experiences (Firouzhouhi & Zarghan-Boroujeni, 

2015).  

Subsequent sections outline specific research questions that provide the foundation for 

the study.  Oral history complements Critical Race Theory. Groups who have been disregarded, 

marginalized, or whose voices have been limited or silenced during the time period being studied 

are often sought after for oral history research (Leavy, 2011). In addition, Critical Race Theory, 

the theoretical framework for the study, is explored. Moreover, the appropriateness of qualitative 

research is discussed along with an overview of the specific qualitative methods that were 

utilized.  

Research Questions 

 This study explored what students experienced while attending a segregated Black high 

school prior to its closing.  Given the time period, the implementation of Brown v. Board, along 
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with related narratives were probed to help provide context to the oral history and archival 

research conducted.   

 The education of Black students was a focus of the research.  The interest was not just the 

education of Black students prior to legal desegregation, but also what may be gleaned to help 

reduce the current Black-white achievement gap.   

 Throughout the archival research, oral history research, and the review of the literature, 

the following research questions guided the process. 

1. How do people describe the experience of being a student at I. M. Terrell High 

School? 

2. Prior to the decision and enforcement of school desegregation, what were the expected 

educational expectations for Black students after school desegregation actually occurred? 

3. What happened after the closing of I. M. Terrell High School?  How was education 

different? 

Theoretical Perspective 

 Critical Race Theory (CRT), as outlined by Ladson-Billings (1995), informs how the 

theory is applied within the context of this research.  Two tenets of Critical Race Theory 

provided the theoretical framework for the research: interest convergence, and voice and 

storytelling, to allow for a revisionist critique of civil rights laws. Collectively these two 

principles helped with both current and past understanding of racial inequality. The meaning 

happens through the exploration and questioning of the existing narratives, societal structures, 

and beliefs (Zamudio, Russell, Rios, & Bridgeman, 2010). 

 Critical Theory, in general, is an opportunity to give voice to those who identify as part of 

a group who have been disenfranchised, which helps to balance how history is told (Charlton, 

Myers, & Sharpless, 2006).  Voice is given through the opportunity for this group to finally tell 
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their version of the past, often through storytelling (Chapman, Dixson, Gillborn, & Ladson-

Billings, 2013). The storytelling, therefore, can yield counterstories to what has been most 

commonly taught or represented by a particular policy.  As a result, despite it being a Critical 

Theory, its purpose is about societal change through redemption versus societal change through 

criticism. Hopefully, the study will ultimately balance history (Larson, 2006). 

 Furthermore, Critical Race Theory unveils the underlying discrimination that exists 

within policies even when the said policy is expected to advance or benefit individuals from an 

underrepresented or oppressed racial group (Chapman, Dixson, Gillborn, & Ladson-Billings, 

2013).  Interest convergence (Bell, 1980), suggests “The interest of blacks in achieving racial 

equality will be accommodated only when it converges with the interests of whites” (p. 523).  

Bell contends that this is applicable as early as Lincoln’s decision to free slaves because the 

decision was made due to its impact on the Union as a whole—not solely to offer freedom or a 

better life to slaves (Brown & Jackson, 2013).  Interest convergence upholds that Black rights are 

only considered and protected when it is assumed that a decision will advance the majority racial 

group and the advancement far outweighs the benefit to Black rights (Ogletree, 2004).  Another 

aspect of interest convergence is the belief that a law or policy is often repealed when it begins to 

threaten the wellbeing or benefit of those in power (Bell, 2004).  Interest convergence is thought 

to have allowed the successful passing of Brown.  Paradoxically, it is also thought to have been 

the reason that integration never happened as many had hoped (Ogletree, 2004).  

 Voice and storytelling within the realm of Critical Race Theory are multi-faceted.  

Primarily, CRT allows for the positionality of the one telling the story to be illuminated since 

each individual’s experience is shaped by their social hierarchy when decisions are made (Brown 

& Jackson, 2013).  Revisionist critique of civil rights laws is the act of reinterpreting the 

previously accepted historical record. The process involves the introduction of new evidence that 
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often comes through the storytelling of those who, because of oppressive acts, never told their 

story or their story was purposely omitted from formally accepted history.  Love (2004) states 

that together storytelling and the revisionist process “interrupts the power of the dominate group” 

(p. 228).  Furthermore, storytelling can help connect the differences in interpretations across 

racial lines (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017).  The storytelling component of Critical Race Theory 

complements the use of oral history as a research methodology.  As they intertwine, the hope is 

that the status quo discourse will be interrupted (Horsford & McKenzie, 2008). 

Qualitative Inquiry 

 Qualitative research allows a researcher to focus on context and rich descriptions to 

answer research questions.  The level of exploration that comes as a result of qualitative research 

allowed me to understand the experiences of former I. M. Terrell High School students.  

Specifically, the research methodology helped me gain insight into how the former students 

made sense of the time period when they were high school students (Merriam, 2009).  The 

process uncovered the meaning that former students brought to their experience at I. M. Terrell, 

especially given the context of desegregation.  

 The process was inductive in nature because the qualitative research process allowed me 

to gather information that resulted in an increased understanding of my subject along with their 

lived history that shaped their perspective (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005).    

Participants 

The oral history in this project focused on the experience of individuals who were part of 

the schooling experience at I. M. Terrell High School.  To best capture the varied schooling of all 

who attended, the participants were a representative sample. As a result, I made an effort to 

diversify narrators across gender, year of graduation, and residential neighborhood at the time of 
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attendance.  Twelve of the 27 participants were male and the remaining 15, female. The 

graduation years of the participants ranged from 1943-1973. 

The first step that took place to secure participants was identifying and contacting the 

gatekeepers.  The gatekeepers were identified after contacting the I. M. Terrell Alumni 

Association.  Next, I solicited participants by posting an overview of the research topic and 

desire for participants on the I. M. Terrell High school alumni Facebook page.  I also made those 

in my personal circles and networks aware of the research and they connected me with Terrell 

alumna.  To further reach potential participants, each narrator was asked for suggestions of any 

other individuals I should consider at the conclusion of every interview 

Respondents were informed about the nature and purpose of the research, so they could 

determine their interest in participating.  Every participant was required to sign a consent form 

before they were permitted to participate in the study. 

Data Collection 

Archival Research 

Archives are made up of many types of historical records including, but not limited to 

newspapers, physical objects, and published writings (Harris, 2018).  The archival research 

process involved identifying various entities that have archives that could lend themselves to the 

exploration of the research questions.  Archival research allowed access to information about I. 

M. Terrell from a variety of stakeholders.  The research served three purposes: guiding the oral 

history process, determining trends about I. M. Terrell, and identifying trends about the 

desegregation process in Fort Worth. 

When examining archives, it is necessary for the researchers to keep several things in the 

forefront of their mind.  In an effort to consider bias of the artifacts’ originator, the researchers 

should consider the context in which the archive was originally created.  Of specific importance 
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are the following areas:  the creator of the archive, was the originator asked to create the archive, 

and has there been any editing, additions, or deletions (Hodder, 1994).  Additionally, the facts as 

presented in archives may contrast the reality of those who actually lived during the time period 

of study (Stan, 2012). 

 Archives help guide the oral history process in multiple ways. The guidance includes 

helping to engage the memory process of participants (Harris, 2018; Ritchie, 2003) as well as to 

help in determining the questions to ask during the oral history process.  Invaluable information 

about the activity, goals, and culture of an institution can be revealed through this process (Stan, 

2012).  The archival research process was an aid in identifying themes about the I. M. Terrell 

experience as well as the social climate present both during the opening of the school as well as 

during the point of desegregation and all that followed.   

 I cycled back to the archival research throughout the oral history process as it was likely 

that the storytelling from participants brought a different interpretation and understanding to the 

archives.  I also cycled back because archives are a collection of material from a historical time 

period and cannot stand alone to tell the full story of that period (Harris, 2018).  The possibility 

that archival research may be a partial examination of a time in history must be considered when 

examining and analyzing any piece of archival research (Ritchie, 2003).  Given that Critical Race 

Theory framed this work, I also had to carefully consider if a vital voice has been omitted from 

the information found.  In addition, the perception of the group or individual who originally 

produced the record may have shaped the time in history through biases or even trying to 

purposefully avoid disclosing all relevant information (Stan, 2012).  

During the research process, the reality that the record keeping for the school and the 

time period may not be catalogued or organized in the most ideal matter had to be considered.  

Careful planning my time and note taking techniques was necessary to maximize the archival 
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research process, especially since I had limited access to some items.  Prior to arriving for any 

non-digital searches, I made certain I was aware of limitations regarding what I was allowed to 

use to capture notes. 

Oral History  

 The oral history process allows for an extension of archival research that may not be 

complete or tell the story from the perspective of those who actually lived the history (Ritchie, 

1995).  Oral history is a form of qualitative research that involves open-ended interviews that 

lead the researcher to draw conclusions (Leavy, 2011).  Oral history is comprised of many 

genres.  For this project, subject-oriented oral history is the chosen genre (Larson, 2006).  One-

on-one interviews took place that lasted between 30-90 based on the information being shared 

along with the stamina and interest of each narrator. 

Oral history distinguishes itself from other forms of interviewing within qualitative 

research because of the importance of allowing the participants to narrate their experiences and 

reflections to the extent in which they are comfortable (Oral History Association, Principles and 

Best Practices, 2009).  As a result of the context of reliability being drivers in the quality of an 

oral research project, typically in oral history the participants are identified by name unless there 

are special circumstances that lend themselves to confidentiality (Oral History Association, 

Principles and Best Practices, 2009).   Oral history allows for the mining and capturing of history 

through the memory of those who experienced the subject of the oral history project (Ritchie, 

2003).  As each participant shares their experience and perspective it allows the researchers to 

connect what the participant shares to the greater context from the literature review as well as 

from other participants to allow the researcher to make sense of the subject of study (Leavy, 

2011).  Ultimately, the pieces of each person’s memory and perspective are collected to 

hopefully arrive at a complete picture of the subject of study (Angrosino, 2008).   
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 The questions prepared prior to the interview were comprised of questions that allowed 

for the participants to respond with narrative stories instead of simple “yes” or “no” responses.  

This is key as the oral history interview should prompt the gathering of comprehensive and 

revelatory answers (Ritchie, 2003). The responses prompted unscripted questions and 

exploration of topics introduced by the participant which made the experience more of a 

conversation or opportunity to tell a story instead of just an interview.  One of the first questions 

allowed each participant to identify the neighborhood where they lived while attending I. M. 

Terrell.  I would then use my familiarity of the neighborhood to either make a personal 

connection to help the participant become more comfortable sharing and/or it would help me 

determine what additional questions to ask the participant.  Aligning to a familiar exchange in 

this way also distinguished the process from a traditional qualitative research interview and the 

process of oral history (Charlon et al., 2006). 

 In an effort to interact with participants in a way that addressed the research questions 

while also allowing for an open conversation, questions were asked related to the following 

topics:  classroom learning, interaction with faculty and staff, memories surrounding the closing 

of the school, memories of the desegregation process, and education in Fort Worth after the 

enforcement of desegregation. 

 Prior to beginning the interview, each interviewee was apprised of his or her rights as a 

participant in the study.  The rights included knowing the purpose of the research, understanding 

their right to refuse to answer any question without explanation, and their right to review and 

amend the transcriptions of the interview (Charlton et al., 2006). 

The set up and process for the interview is important to protect the reliability of the 

collected data. Each interview began with the recording of foundational information including 

my name, the participant’s name, the date, the location, and the interview topic. The opening 
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questions captured the basics of each participants’ life history.  Each interview was audio 

recorded to allow for transcription to aid in the analysis of the data collected.   

Prior to the transcription and immediately following each interview, field notes were 

utilized to capture pertinent details that may have been missed by the audio recording along with 

any reflections I had about the interview process.  

Data Analysis 

After interviewing and transcribing, the data were sorted by both subject areas and 

themes. Sorting is essential to being able to properly interpret the data gathered (Thompson & 

Bornat, 2017). Multiple readings of the transcripts took place to fully make meaning of the data 

(Leavy, 2011).  During the multiple readings, I made note of any parts of interest that seemed to 

answer the research questions or had a connection to the interest convergence tenet of Critical 

Race Theory. 

 The initial notes taken allowed me to begin the open coding and categorizing process. 

Coding in qualitative research is a term or short phrase that represents a cumulative and 

significant meaning to a portion of the data derived from interview transcripts or artifacts during 

the research process (Saldana, 2016).  The foundational step in coding is identifying and marking 

data that shows any applicability to discovering answers to the research questions.  The marking 

then informs grouping and coding of common threads across multiple interviews and archival 

research (Merriam, 2009).  The common threads were then utilized to create categories based on 

data that appears multiple times (Saldana, 2016).   

A process similar to analyzing the interview transcripts was used with archival 

documents. Through careful examination and consideration of the source, a pattern analysis 

based on my notes took place.  
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Trustworthiness 

Triangulation  

 The cross references of all the forms of research utilized took place to draw reasonable 

conclusions regarding the research topic.  The process of triangulation allows for a more in-depth 

understanding of the information that will come from all components of the study (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2005).  Triangulation is especially valid when using archival research and oral history to 

prevent the reliance on one form of data and to reduce error (Mills & Mills, 2018).  Triangulation 

allows for the cross-referencing of multiple sources to strengthen and support conclusions 

(Angrosino, 2008).  

The findings across interviews as well as the findings discovered through archival 

research were carefully compared to determine reliability of the data.  Consistency across all data 

was important to confirm patterns and themes (Patton, 2015). Likewise, the triangulation was 

utilized to uncover any inconsistencies.   

Transferability 

 A research project is deemed transferable if the research methods and results can be 

applied to other contexts (Korstjens & Moser, 2018).  The rich, thick description utilized allows 

for the research methods to be applied to similar situations (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). 

Personal Bias 

 The Southern Oral History Program at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

warns that since neutrality is not required in oral history, the researcher must carefully consider 

his/her assumptions, values, and attitude of the subject of study (2014). Throughout the entire 

research process, I made sure I was mindful of my personal biases to remain objective during the 

collection and analysis of data.  Specific attention was made to avoid my personal connection to 

I. M. Terrell coloring my interpretation of the data. 
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Ethical Considerations 

 Every effort was made to safeguard participants from any damage or negative 

consequences as a result of participating in the study.  The consenting procedures facilitated the 

mitigation of risk for participants.  

 In adherence with the approved Institutional Review Board Protocol, upon introduction to 

the project, my background and the purpose of the research was disclosed to each potential 

narrator.  Each participant had an opportunity to review and ask questions about the audio and 

photo media release prior to being asked any questions.  Each participant received a copy of the 

release for their personal records. Permission was gained from each participant before 

conducting interviews through a written consent form.  The participants were reminded that 

participation was voluntary and can be discontinued at any time both in writing and orally prior 

to start of any interviews.   

 Given the tradition in oral history to not veil the names of the participants to easily allow 

future researchers to verify the collected data, when a participant disclosed anything that I 

deemed a topic they may not want to be made public, I asked if he or she wanted me to 

discontinue recording.   

Chapter Summary 

 This historical study used common qualitative methods to gain the perspective of those 

who lived the schooling experience at I. M. Terrell High School prior to its closure in 1973.  

Both oral history and archival research took place to allow the storytelling and rich description 

that is necessary in a qualitative study.  The trustworthiness and credibility of the research has 

been upheld through triangulation. Every precautionary effort was made to protect the safety of 

all participants.    
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FINDINGS 

 I. M. Terrell, the beacon on the hill, continues to shed light on the lives of the students 

who walked its halls before Fort Worth ISD’s chosen response to required school desegregation 

resulted in its closure. The Black students who attended the school continue to not only hold dear 

memories of their high school years but associate many positive aspects of their adult life with 

being able to attend the segregated high school. As educators continue to grapple with how to 

best help Black students reach acceptable levels of academic achievement, it is only appropriate 

to spend time examining how the educational experience of the students of I. M. Terrell given 

the success reached by many of its graduates.  

 This chapter presents findings from conducting 27 oral history interviews with former I. 

M. Terrell students along with archival research in response to three research questions.   

1. How do people describe the experience of being a student at I. M. Terrell High 

School?  

2. Prior to the decision and enforcement of school desegregation, what were the 

expected educational outcomes for Black students after school desegregation actually 

occurred? 

3. What happened after the closing of I. M. Terrell High School? How was education 

different?  

Interviews lasted 30-90 minutes and were primarily held via telephone with a few conducted 

over Zoom. Interviews were recorded on a digital audio recording device. Each interview was 

then transcribed and coded.  In addition to the oral history interviews, archives were examined 

from The Billy W. Sills Center for Archives of the Fort Worth ISD, Fort Worth ISD Board 

Meetings through the Fort Worth ISD open records requests process, items loaned by former 
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students, and through researching newspapers accessible through TCU’s database.  Clear 

categories surfaced from the coding process that resulted in the formation of seven themes.  

While some overlap exists across the findings, each proves worthy of its own distinction because 

of its contribution to providing insight into the research questions.   Overall, the words of one of 

the participants, Opal Lee (pictured in Figure 3) Class of 1943, captured the essence of the 

findings in two of her responses: “We had the best of a very bad time.” and “It was later that I 

found out that we were exceptional.” 

Figure 3 

Photo of Opal Lee 

 

Themes Regarding Attending I. M. Terrell and the Aftermath of Brown 

 The seven themes that emerged are presented based on their connection to the three 

research questions. The following themes capture how the former students described the 

experience of being a student at I. M. Terrell High School: I. M Terrell faculty were caring role 

models for their students; I. M. Terrell faculty used their qualifications and experiences to hold 

their students to high expectations; I. M. Terrell High School teachers prepared students for life 

beyond high school; I. M. Terrell High School had a family-like culture; and I. M. Terrell High 

School contributed to a positive racial identity of its students. An explanation of what was 
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expected of school desegregation before its implementation in Fort Worth public schools is 

captured in theme six:  There were varied viewpoints about school desegregation before its 

implementation in Fort Worth ISD. Lastly, the Black community and the educational experience 

of Black students in Fort Worth changed after I. M. Terrell was no longer an educational option 

for Black students. 

Theme 1:  I. M. Terrell High School Teachers Were Caring Role Models for Their Students  

 The teachers at I. M. Terrell served as caring role models. These teachers went beyond 

instructing their assigned content areas to actually addressing the personal needs of the students.  

While many words and stories during the research process captured the high level of care, it is 

profound that eight different participants used the word “caring” to describe the faculty or the 

environment at I. M. Terrell High School. Seven others used the word “encouraging.” According 

to Franklin (2002), I. M. Terrell faculty members’ commitment and care aligned with other 

educators from the first Black high schools who reported feeling personally accountable for the 

learning of their students. 

The faculty utilized their personal knowledge of each student as a conduit to reach 

students’ hearts and minds.  Three participants used direct language to emphasize that they were 

known by name at I. M. Terrell only to be later regarded by a social security number after 

graduation.  According to Harold Diggs, Class of 1969, the “teachers took an active interest” in 

their students because they were concerned about their success.  Not only did teachers know 

them by name, they knew their temperament, as recounted by George Williams, Class of 1964, 

who went on to share how he had no doubt his teachers genuinely cared about him.   

The care teachers had manifested itself in forms of not giving up and in the use of 

affirmative language.   Carolyn McBride struggled to learn but said her I. M. Terrell math 

teacher stayed after school to tutor her. Her teacher modeled the instructional process in multiple 
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ways and assured her that, despite being difficult for Carolyn, she was certain the content would 

eventually be mastered.  Brenda Moore, Class of 1966, still keeps close to her heart the words of 

I. M. Terrell teachers who shared that if there was something she wanted to do, it was always 

important to try because failure is okay.  Moore left that conversation believing she could do 

anything she put her mind to. The type of care that was affirming and inspiring, resulted in 

Moore, along with other students, loving school.  Brenda Jones Piper, Class of 1973, shared 

similar sentiments, “They told us you’re going to do good.  You can do whatever you want, 

whatever you put your mind to, you’re going to do it.  They were encouragers and we believed 

them. I believed them.”   The same level of belief was expressed by Harold Diggs, Class of 1969, 

who shared, “The teachers cared about you.  It was not that cold you can get it.  Here it is.  You 

can get it if you want to. They cared!” Opal Lee, Class of 1943, reinforced the same sentiment, 

“Teachers knew when you were struggling to get some material and if [the teacher] had to give 

you some extra attention.”  Florida Ward, Class of 1965, further affirmed this point, stating, “If 

we didn’t understand, they were always willing to get us to an understanding before we left the 

classroom. They didn’t want us to go thinking ‘I wonder how to do this.’” There was a relentless 

level of responsibility taken by the teachers to ensure all their students learned.  

Faculty members’ care led to students finding them approachable and committed to 

creating an enjoyable learning environment.  This “level of care” was further illustrated by the 

ease of accessibility to faculty, according to Fred Alexander, Class of 1960. 

The level of everyday encouragement that we got…If I had a problem in a class, I didn’t  

necessarily have to schedule a meeting two weeks out with a teacher to talk about  

whatever that problem was.  I mean I could probably go right after the class or at the end  

of the day and spend ten to fifteen minutes with that teacher to get it if I had questions or  

problems about a class. I could get that answered right away. I didn’t have to go through  
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a lot of red tape to get that done. They made time for us 

Ann Collins, Class of 1969, characterized her teachers as “intelligent, but they were also fun 

loving. They made the learning environment, the classrooms, enjoyable.” 

The affirming and welcoming approach also resulted in students engaging with subject 

matters that they once considered unappealing.  Fred Alexander, Class of 1960, had this type of 

dichotomous relationship with Ms. Jones and the area of history. 

I remember Ms. Jones, who was one of my favorite teachers of all…Taught history. Now  

this is kind of a weird situation because I hated history, but I loved Ms. Jones… One of  

the best teachers there. She just had a friendly manner to get her point about history over.  

Fred Alexander said he now loves history, showing how the delivery and care of the teachers 

shifted the perspective of their students.  

The care was further extended when a student had a financial need. Nelda Harris, Class 

of 1969, shared there were situations when teachers would purchase clothing items for a student 

in need or pay for a school outing so the child would not miss a learning opportunity.  Opal Lee, 

Class of 1943, recalled teachers paying for meals and learning materials for students, and Ann 

Collins, Class of 1969, mentioned teachers providing snacks to students if teachers noticed 

students were hungry because they did not eat breakfast.  Clearly, there was a belief that teachers 

would make every effort to remove barriers that could conceivably prevent a student from 

achieving academic success. 

Ultimately, this care was what some former students described as a form of love.  The 

love left students like Penola Owens, Class of 1964, knowing that the teachers were there to 

listen to her. One way love was expressed, according to Bob Ray Sanders, Class of 1965, was 

when students grabbed lunch from the cafeteria then joined teachers in their classroom to 

continue learning and to be inspired beyond anything contained in a textbook. Haymon L. King, 
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principal from 1946 to 1968, modeled for his staff the care that shifted to actual love for his 

students.  According to Hazel Harvey Peace (Dean of Girls), in a newspaper article, “He 

[Haymon L. King] could always see their [students] point of view and try to bring about an 

understanding between adults and young people” (Parson, 1982).  Former student, Jerry Thomas, 

noted “He was the father to all children from eight in the morning until the bell rang in the 

afternoon.”  In the same article, Thomas shared that Principal King would visit the homes of 

students who were having trouble in school. King was known, according to Thomas, as someone 

who, “if you had a personal situation, you could go to” (Parson, 1982).   

Paired with relationships and interactions with students, participants reported trusting and 

supportive relationships held with parents. Many parents whose children attended I. M. Terrell 

High School had limited educational experiences, yet believed that education was the best, if not 

the only, option for their children to reach a life of freedom. Furthermore, parents trusted the 

teachers because they shared the segregated community with them.  They regularly interacted 

with I. M. Terrell teachers in their own neighborhoods, churches, and Black-owned businesses. 

The parents considered the teacher an extension to their own effort to rear their child. Parents 

viewed I. M. Terrell as excellent and as the best educational option for their child. As a result, 

they held the same expectations and value at home for education.  One participant shared, “My 

parents expected us to do it, to give respect to our teachers as well as to make sure we excelled.”  

Another participant shared that she had a choice to attend I. M. Terrell or a newly integrated high 

school that was closer to her home. Her parents made it clear that they knew that there was no 

way the integrated high school’s teachers would invest the same time and effort as I. M. Terrell’s 

teachers. Specifically, she remembers her mother telling her, “We are not sure how you are going 

to be treated, if it’s going to be some racial overtones.”  Her mother went on to tell her, “I’m not 

sure that you’ll be treated fairly.” Emerson Kincade, Class of 1959, spoke positively about the 
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connection that was a part of his experience as a student at I. M. Terrell because he said the 

people who taught there either lived in your immediate neighborhood or were part of a 

community connection (such as being a member of the local church). “They knew you, they 

knew your parents,” Kincade stated. The connections and relationships made it easy for parents 

to reinforce the value of an education and trust the faculty at I. M. Terrell to provide it.  Roderick 

Grimes, Class of 1969, shared that his parents “reinforced the notion that if I was going to make 

anything of myself, I needed a good education and college was not something that was a thought 

or an ideal. It was something that I could work hard enough to make happen.” 

 I. M. Terrell teachers’ educational experience and professionalism became an icon of 

excellence to their students. Students were eager to learn how their teachers reached such high 

levels of educational attainment and presented such high levels of professionalism so they too 

could have great outcomes in their life.  Ann Collins, Class of 1969, remembers her teachers 

carrying themselves in such a way that they served as good examples for her.  One teacher, 

Mabel M. Minters, was highlighted in the 1969 yearbook for as a role model.  The associate 

editor of the yearbook, Belinda Wallace, describes Mabel Minters as having a magnetic 

personality, possessing inspiring leadership, helping the students “make the most of their 

mentality.” 

While many faculty members are remembered fondly as role models by name amongst 

the participants, Hazel Harvey Peace’s (Dean of Girls) name unquestionably was mentioned 

frequently. Based on participants’ responses and archival research, Hazel Harvey Peace is almost 

synonymous with I. M. Terrell High School.  It was nearly impossible to have a conversation 

with someone about the school without her quickly becoming the subject of a heartfelt story. 

Myrna Burnett, Class of 1973 describe Ms. Peace as being an “icon of educated, sophisticated 

Black womanhood.”  Burnett wanted to be just like her, which only pushed her further in her 
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educational pursuits. Hazel Harvey Peace was also well-acclaimed by Opal Lee, Class of 1943, 

who shared, “she knew what excellence was and she wanted us to strive for it.  And she gave us 

the tools to strive.”  It appears that Mrs. Peace wanted her students to know that education had to 

be their priority.  Gerrod Anderson, Class of 1948, shared that as a result of his family being so 

economically poor, he was forced to work at Luby’s Cafeteria to help make ends meet. While 

Mrs. Peace knew of the hardship, she would not allow his high school experience to be limited to 

the classroom.    

And in high school I worked and Mrs. Peace made me quit to be in the senior play.  So, I  

appreciated her for that, you know, because she told me, she said, “you’re going to be  

working all your life, so you need to do something different.” So, I did, I quit. 

Hazel Harvey Peace’s forty-years of service at I. M. Terrell left a strong legacy.  Figure 3 is a 

dedication to Mrs. Peace in the 1965 yearbook.   
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Figure 3 

 

Tribute to Hazel Harvey Peace 
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The care, love, and attention that shaped what it meant to be a student at I. M. Terrell 

became the foundation for excellence that shaped the culture and what it meant to be a Terrellite. 

Florida Ward, Class of 1965, shared that as a student at I. M. Terrell you simply “did not want to 

miss a day out of school because learning was so important and the teachers shared their 

experiences.” In capturing the key components of the educators that shaped her life at I. M. 

Terrell, Brenda Jones Piper, Class of 1973 said: 

Basically, they made you feel good about yourself, …, you need to learn this and  

you’ll be a good citizen. You will be a good person.  They just made you feel good about  

yourself. They encouraged you to do your very best. 

Energized by feeling good and eagerness to become good citizens, the students were poised to 

work to meet the high expectations and culture of excellence involved with getting to attend I. 

M. Terrell High School. 

Theme 2: I. M. Terrell’s Faculty Used Their Qualifications and Experiences to Hold Their 

Students to High Expectations 

Black teachers who would have a choice for a more prestigious career if not for the color 

of their skin set aside any feelings of self-pity or anger and geared all of their energy to making 

sure their students understood what was possible if they earned a great education.  Several 

participants acknowledged their awareness that the professional limits placed on their teachers is 

what resulted in them teaching at I. M. Terrell. 

A lot of our teachers, if it had been integrated, a lot of our teachers would have been 

doing something different. So we actually ended up with the best of the best because they 

didn’t have a choice. I just think it helped, in our time, that those were top people. The 

best job they could get was teaching. It as a benefit for us. It wasn’t necessarily a benefit 
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for them, but it was a benefit for us because we got great teachers.  We had great 

teachers. (Otis Payne, Class of 1965) 

Commissioner Roy C. Brooks, Class of 1967, further expounded on Otis Payne’s insight about 

the level of education not matching career access for the faculty when asked about his memories 

of the faculty: 

 They were scholars. They had advanced degrees. They gave to us freely of their  

knowledge and of their life experience. We were aware even at the time that our faculty  

members were among the best minds of our race.  And that they were our faculty  

members because they didn’t have the opportunity to do much else. They could not join  

corporate American and be a manager, CEO.  So they came to Terrell and they helped  

create a sustainable Black race and culture grow up. 

The expectations of the teachers were very high to ensure their students were equipped to 

continue in greatness beyond the walls of I. M. Terrell.  As a result, the students at I. M. Terrell 

learned to appreciate the value of education and that had a direct impact on the effort they gave 

each day in the classroom. Nelda Harris, Class of 1969, shared how the teachers’ efforts 

influenced the effort of the students:  

What we learned was that we were survivors, that we could excel, that we could compete.   

Most of the teachers felt they were teaching us to master the content so their students  

could achieve the goals they had for themselves that they could not actualize because  

they were Black.  They had something to offer, and they were encouraging us to accept  

what they had, and by their desire to nurture and encourage most of the students accepted  

what was offered. 

Students were expected to work beyond the school day to complete assignments, studying, and 

completing research.  Linda Brewster Shaw, Class of 1969 stated, “We were expected at home to 
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do our homework. We just did that.  That was expected of you, and it was just what you did.”  In 

the opinion of Harold Diggs, Class of 1969, based on what teachers shared with them, students 

knew that “education was the key” to them being better than their teachers and parents. And as a 

result, students had a sense of obligation that all the students “had to be better” than those who 

had gone before them because so many sacrifices had been made; so much effort was being 

poured into his generation.  Devoyd Jennings, Class of 1966, in recounting what he believed was 

the mindset of many teachers based on his experience shared, “I didn’t win this round, but I’m 

going to teach these kids and they’ll win for me.” 

 As represented in Figure 2 high expectations and rigor were rooted in commonly 

assigned student work. For example, in world history, myriad of tasks had to be completed for an 

“A.” The work involved reading, research, participation in multiple group discussions, active 

participation during lectures, watching films, and examinations.  In addition, a student’s attitude 

and attendance were considerations in the grading process.   Figure 5 is the first page of the 

aforementioned assignment. 
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Figure 5 

Assignment from a World History Class 
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 Such rigorous assignments may have been one of the ways faculty members countered 

deficiencies in equipment, learning materials, and facilities that often overcasts the memories of 

Black segregated schools. However, the students were clear that the injustice was cast aside 

because of the high caliber of the adults who walked the halls and led classes at I. M. Terrell 

High School.   Nelda Harris, Class of 1969, emphasizes the value of their teachers over the 

materials they did not have.  

We didn’t have the newest textbooks, and the facilities weren’t as superior as those you’d 

find at the schools that the whites attended.  But what we did have were teachers that had 

chosen to further educate themselves so that most of the teachers had master’s degrees. 

They were exceptional teachers, so they made up for anything that lacked in terms of 

equipment, books, or even the facility itself. 

Ronald Robinson, Class of 1964, has the same feelings about the reality of what it meant 

attending a Black segregated high school. 

 I have no doubt as an adult looking back that there were some inequities there.  There  

was some equipment, there were experiences that others from another community had  

that we didn’t have.  However, having lived in that era at that time, we didn’t know, we  

didn’t care.  We didn’t have a feeling that we had lost anything because we had an  

institution and we had teachers there that were very involved. They just refused to allow  

us not to succeed.  

It appears that both Robinson and Harris believe their teachers provided such an excellent 

experience that they never felt the need to consider what they did not have, because what they 

did have was profound. 

Working to achieve a great education was not just about each individual student but 

represented respect to the Black people who had gone before them and made receiving such a 
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high caliber education possible. Brenda Moore, Class of 1966, affirmed such representation, 

remarking “We were held accountable because so many people had been through so many things 

to get us to the point where we were.”  The obligation was also felt because of all that had 

occurred in the efforts towards civil rights for Black people according to Myra Burnett, Class of 

1973: “We had an obligation to achieve all that we could because it was a special 

moment…following the civil rights acts. A special moment to really join as full citizens of the 

United States.”  Ms. Burnett furthered her opinion by sharing that the teachers at I. M. Terrell 

would openly tell the students that would have the opportunity to do things and go places that 

Black people had not before and that preparation was necessary for when that door of 

opportunity finally opened.  The students were keenly aware of all the teachers had sacrificed 

(some by choice and others because of the color of their skin) and reached a desire to not 

disappoint their teachers, as shared by Myrna Burnett, Class of 1973, “Certainly we didn’t want 

to let them down, so we tried hard to keep our level of achievement up for them.” 

 Ultimately, I. M. Terrell’s faculty longed not only for their students to have academic 

success, but for the racial equity they expected would come soon, and they wanted to prepare 

their students for all they hoped would come.  According to Bob Ray Sanders, Class of 1965. 

“They were trying to prepare us for days of change that was coming.  A change they would not 

necessarily see, but they thought they could see it for us.” The efforts were exemplified daily in 

how the faculty chose to treat and instruct their students as shown in remarks by Gladys Moore, 

Class of 1969:   

Well, basically when I think of I. M.  Terrell, first of all, I think about the teachers that  

we had because I think we would not have received the kind of education that we did  

receive if it had not been for the dedication of those teachers. The demand at I. M.   

Terrell was that you would achieve excellence. They wouldn’t accept anything else. And  
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that was something that really kind of pushed us and it wasn’t like we felt the pressure, it  

was a good thing.  It was something that made us feel like we could all become leaders 

and there was nothing that we couldn’t do or couldn’t achieve, if we tried.” 

Gladys, like most participants in the study, shared without probing how well they were equipped 

to face society because of the faculty’s high expectations and rarely was there mention of the 

subpar materials that often lace the stories of Black segregated schools. Instead, the teachers 

allowed their own knowledge, experiences, hopes, and vision to give them the energy to push 

their students beyond what they could imagine forthemselves. Devoyd Jennings, Class of 1966, 

praises his teachers: “They were visionaries as to where we as a group of folks could go.”  

LaBerta D. Phillips, who was a teacher at I. M. Terrell, was remembered saying, “Perhaps there 

wasn’t an opportunity, but I was trying to get my students prepared for what might happen.” 

(Sanders, 1996). 

The faculty’s burning desire and hope for the next generation of Black people fueled their 

relentless high expectations for their students. Roy C. Brooks, Class of 1967, captures so much 

in one simple remark, “They expected that I would do my best in all things. They expected that I 

would learn.”  One participant recalled an English teacher, who expected students to redo their 

work until they reached at least a B level, not only using her skills and education at I. M.  Terrell, 

but also contributing to curriculum across the full public school system. Ann Collins, Class of 

1969, says excellence was a tradition based on all the students who had attended the school 

before her. The excellence was expected in all things, including their assignments, presentation 

of their clothing, timeliness, and making whatever sacrifices were needed to learn. In fact, to 

supplement the learning materials, to teach study skills, and to teach the use of reference 

materials, students were expected on many occasions to use the public library.  At the time, the 

only public library the students could use was in downtown Fort Worth, which often meant 
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coordinating transportation.  There was simply no excuse for not meeting the expectations, as 

recalled by Ann Collins, Class of 1969. 

Our teachers always expected more of us and understood as well that we came from what  

could be classified as a disadvantaged environment, but did not allow us to utilize that or  

or use it themselves to discourage us from excelling. 

Daryl Glenn, Class of 1969, recounted that high expectations fueled the level of cognition that 

had to be exerted by each student.  

We had exceptional teachers. They were very talented. Many of them would’ve been in  

other fields if not for the color of their skin.  And they gave us what they had.  The  

teachers permitted us to think, and we had to expound on our thinking.  It wasn’t just  

straight down the line, you do this, you do that. You had to be a thinker. 

Bob Ray Sanders, Class of 1965, also shared the positive impact of being challenged to become a 

thinker.  

 And the other thing they taught you to do or encouraged you to do was to think and not to  

just go by what you saw in a book.  So now what do you think about it?  So that constant  

challenge of being able to think about a subject, about an idea, about the situation that  

was going on in the world. That is what we were encouraged to do.  Mrs. James was our 

librarian. She would sometimes decide, “Hey, this is a book you ought to read” just to 

prepare me for the world.   

The high level of required thinking was not just for thinking’s sake.  Teachers knew from their 

own experience that this level of rigor was a must for their students to have choices beyond what 

they had. Devoyd Jennings, Class of 1966, made a connection to the intellect of the teachers and 

the hopes they had for their students. 

You had an abundance of very smart people, very smart people teaching us. They taught  
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us how to survive in the future that they thought we would have, and it made us really,  

really, really, competitive.  The teachers, because of segregation, were limited on the  

fields in which they could work. They wanted to equip the students to be prepared for the  

future opportunities they were hoping the students would have.  

Teachers were thought of as providing excellent delivery of instruction combined with 

high expectations.  According to Daryl Glenn, Class of 1969, “teachers were excellent. They 

knew what they were doing, and they knew how to deliver it, too.” George Williams, Class of 

1964, noted the teachers “led by example. Because everybody was well respected, all the 

teachers were well respected. We just wanted to be like them when we grew up. We just wanted 

to be able to do something and do something that was really going to make a difference.” Nelda 

Harris, Class of 1969, responded, “I don’t recall any teacher who did not have great expectations 

for the students.”  The high expectations were not limited to the teachers, but also upheld by the 

administrators. Gerrod Anderson, Class of 1948, recalls Principal King being “astute” at getting 

students to meet Fort Worth ISD’s recommended course requirements. 

  The teachers allowed their unjust experiences to give them a vision that resulted in I. M. 

Terrell becoming a “breeding ground for young people who had their eyes set on goals” 

according to Opal Lee, Class of 1943.  The expectation was that the reputation of greatness 

would only be expounded upon as proudly proclaimed by Roy C. Brooks, Class of 1967:  

I would prepare myself for the world outside of the walls of I. M. Terrell.  That I would  

take my place in the pantheon of great I. M. Terrell graduates, Terrellites, and add luster  

to the reputation of the school and its place in the Fort Worth/Tarrant County community. 

Joining the pantheon referenced by Commissioner Roy C. Brooks could only come with focused 

preparation for what was waiting after graduation. 
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Theme 3:  I. M. Terrell High School Teachers Prepared Students for Life Beyond High 

School 

The education offered in the walls of I. M. Terrell High School was about furthering the 

lives of each student and all those who could be impacted by their achievements.  Preparation 

went beyond academics and extended into helping students live a life that was directed by values 

and citizenship. In the 1954 yearbook, Principal Haymon L. King, captures the heart of the 

mission of I. M. Terrell’s faculty members by listing what he calls their objectives and desired 

outcomes. 

We believe that every child should be an acceptable as well as contributing member of 

society. Our objectives are to develop habits of good citizenship through an 

understanding of democratic principles, through application of these principles; to 

develop sound mental and physical health; to give guidance and direction that will enable 

pupils to choose wisely the vocation from which they can give and most effective service; 

to develop within the individual intelligent self-control; to develop in the individual a 

sense of responsibility for his actions and a respect for the spiritual values of life.  We 

hope that there will be definite evidence that pupils will have developed, by the time they 

finish high school, desirable skills, habits, knowledge, understandings, abilities, and 

appreciations to the extent that they will be able to make intelligent life adjustments in 

our American way of life.  

The desire and vision for preparation for life for I. M. Terrell students continued into 1969 as 

evidenced by the words of Principal Knox Tucker in the yearbook.  

 Our goals are long range ones; therefore, our academic and non-academic activities are  

geared toward achieving these goals now and during the years ahead.  One of the main  

goals is that of developing in our youth responsible citizenship.   
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The visions held by Principal Tucker and Principal King seem to be an out-growth of a 

foundational message set by Principal L. M. Johnson based on his statement published in I. M. 

Terrell’s 1929 yearbook, “We are making an effort to adjust the program to the individual rather 

than expect every individual to fit the same program.” The ambitious hopes held by these 

principals were manifested by Principal King receiving regular mail from former students 

thanking him after reaching success in their chosen careers according to a 1968 Fort Worth Press 

news article. 

“It was a springboard to get you started for a productive life; a better life” stated Linda 

Brewster Shaw, Class of 1969. The teachers wanted to help the students “see that there is another 

world outside” what they knew at that time in segregated Fort Worth.  

The great care and academic programming left students feeling prepared for the career or 

higher education choice that would follow.  The confidence in their level of preparation gave 

them hope and confidence in their future. Pamela Cash, Class of 1966 shared a similar 

perspective about the teachers. 

The teachers saw in us the future, like a lot of people talk about. They just wanted us to 

have all the skills and be prepared to be competitive in life because of the experiences I 

think they had had. They just innately instilled in us the kind of ambitions and 

competitive spirit to do well, that we certainly didn’t want to disappoint them. We had 

good teachers and they consistently without always lecturing us, made sure that we 

understood that they were three to help us and to help us step into the future prepared to 

survive and compete. 

Students were taught to go beyond just the content that was present in Fort Worth ISD’s 

curriculum, but to become brilliant thinkers and writers.  I. M. Terrell High School students, 

according to Bob Ray Sanders, Class of 1965, fondly recounts his teachers’ “constant challenge” 
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to think about subject matter and ideas, and situations. In fact, it is these thinking and writing 

skills that helped so many Terrellites succeed in college and beyond. Fred Alexander, Class of 

1960, credits the frequency and level of expectation of his English/journalism teacher, Ms. 

Phillips, to his success in college.  Pamela Cash, Class of 1966, speaks affirming of how the 

daily written responses to various quotation along with numerous term papers in Ms. Hands’ 

class that not only developed her writing skills, but also exposed her to a variety of topics and 

ways of thinking. 

As a part of the preparation students were encouraged to participate in opportunities 

beyond the typical high school day.  Based on review of yearbooks, extra-curricular 

programming included National Honor Society, chorus, ROTC, Color Guard, future Nurse’s 

Club, and Chemistry Club.  Band was regularly mentioned by participants. The band was said to 

have taught leadership, classical music, precision of movement, and teamwork. The band was 

also a form of school pride as they marched at games and had a lot of fun. Involvement in 

interscholastic competitions, such as the science fair and spelling bees were also encouraged.  

A number of former students recalled how participation in athletics contributed to life 

preparation. In explaining Robert Hughes’ legacy, Devoyd Jennings, Class of 1966, recounted 

how Coach Hughes helped him and many other students learn how to win at life even during 

times of difficulty.  

One thing that Coach Hughes taught us was discipline. That helped us achieve our  

basketball goals. But beyond that, it helped us achieve goals in life. I’m a product of it,  

and there are a hundred more that are. But his discipline was there. His tenaciousness  

was there, and his will to win all the time. And it was not only about basketball. He  

wanted to win in whatever endeavor you were in.  He wanted you to have the same spirit  

of being a winner. 
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In addition to the traditional sports such as football, the students also had an opportunity to 

participate in tennis and racket club.  

The school counselors paid an important role in preparation for life after high school.  A 

page from I. M. Terrell’s 1954 yearbook highlights key attributes and programming associated 

with the counseling department. While the page is titled “Counselors,” the idea of providing the 

guidance in the form of 1:1 counseling was clearly extended beyond those who held that title; 

Principal H. L. King; Dean of Girls, Hazel Harvey Peace; and Robert Barbour, Visiting Teacher 

are included in addition to the four counselors listed. According to the yearbook page that 

includes photos of three individual students with three different counselors the ultimate objective 

of I. M. Terrell High School’s guidance program is: to develop in the individual the technique of 

self-guidance and to help him to experience optimum growth. To progress toward this goal the 

school endeavors to provide and improve the following:  individual inventory service, 

educational and occupational information service, counseling service, placement service, and 

follow-up service. 

Counselors helped students navigate the college entrance process.  Bob Ray Sanders, 

Class of 1965, insists that the counselors were unquestionably encouragers by including the 

following types of statements in their exchanges with students: “You need to prepare to take the 

SAT or the ACT”; “Oh, by the way here’s a scholarship you need to apply for”; “Oh, by the way 

you need to get your papers in.”  One counselor held in high regard by a number of alums is 

Irene Kirk.  It just may have been her personal mission to help students at I. M. Terrell gain 

access to highly selective higher education institutions. One of the ways she worked towards her 

ambitious personal mission according to Roderick Grimes, Class of 1969, was by encouraging 

her students “to reach as high as they could and not to take no for an answer.”  She embedded in 

them to “really try to succeed where others hadn’t.”  She told her students “just because someone 
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else hadn’t gotten there before was no excuse for the student not to try.”  College readiness was 

not limited to the academic knowledge but making sure students were ready for the college 

selection process. Irene Kurt was remembered by several former students because of her efforts 

to inform students about the necessary exams to secure college acceptance. She furthered offered 

information and follow up regarding scholarship applications. Her efforts resulted in a number of 

I. M. Terrell’s graduates attending many selective higher education institutions on academic 

scholarships such as Amherst College, Howard University, Northwestern University, and Mount 

Holyoke College.   

The school newspaper, The Terrellife, published April 26, 1963 refers to the Second 

Annual Career Conference. According to the article, speakers included, but were not limited to a 

county agriculture agent, a school secretary, electronic leadman, dental technician, financial 

analysist, physician, nurse, social worker, mail carrier, librarian, architectural engineer, chemist, 

and dentist. Through the conference students were exposed to information on a varied range of 

vocational options to consider once they graduated from high school.  

The students who chose to go to college appear to have left I. M. Terrell with confidence 

and preparedness for successful college outcomes.  Daryl Glenn, Class of 1969, confirmed this 

readiness by sharing, “When I got to college, I realized I could do it. The tools that I received 

there [I. M. Terrell], as an average student, propelled me through the University of Houston.”  

The deep level of academic knowledge and resilience is captured by Myra Burnett, Class of 

1973, who graduated with a Harvard-Radcliffe diploma before the two institutions fully merged 

across gender distinction.   

It really was affirming to take the preparation that I had, but also the perspective on who I 

was, what I was capable of that was built at I. M. Terrell and Riverside Elementary 
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before that. And I think that’s what enabled me to be in a very, very high level, 

competitive environment and survive and thrive in fact. 

Burnett and Glenn were not the only participants who shared how prepared they were for the 

college academically, Linda Brewster Shaw, Roy C. Brooks, Opal Lee, Lucretia Walker, and 

Bob Ray Sanders also alluded to high levels of preparation. Bob Ray Sanders, Class of 1965, 

made mention of how it was assumed that the Black students who attended his newly integrated 

alma mater, North Texas State (now University of North Texas), were underprepared for higher 

education. 

And needless to say, I mean, there are people who would say, ‘Oh God, you guys coming 

from all-black schools can’t complete with these white kids in these colleges.’ And it 

took me less than a week to understand, these white kids don’t have anything on me, 

because I’d had Ms. Hands and Mrs. Stevens, and Charles E. Watts, and all those great 

teachers at I. M. Terrell. 

Lucretia Walker had a similar realization that her education at the all-Black I. M. Terrell equally, 

if not even more, equipped her to compete with her white counterparts at a predominatly white 

institution of higher education.  

What I got there I felt like if they can do it, I can do it.  And it ended up being that way.  

When I turned in my first paper in English class, like I said, I was really thinking, oh my, 

I am just going to do it the way I was taught. And I made an A. They taught me all I 

needed to know to make it is in this world. 

  Obviously, not every student identified college as their path after high as some desired to 

immediately enter the workforce. Many pursued jobs that required some type of proof of job 

readiness before being hired.  Emerson Kincade, Class of 1939, proudly shared a math exam he 
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was required to take as part of the application for a job; he made the highest math score in the 

history of applicants.   

 The preparation for life beyond high school also existed in formal and informal work 

study programming. Darryl Glenn, Class of 1969, shared how in his drafting class he learned to 

actually use the school campus and the input of his classmates to learn how to read and 

reproduce blueprints. Penola Owens, Class of 1964, described a program to help students prepare 

for a career by learning a trade by attending high school half a day and working the other half.  

Devoyd Jennings, Class of 1966, shared another opportunity to prepare for a career immediately 

following graduation that was started his junior year of high school. 

They started what they call work-study programs, and they would have them at different 

companies. They would allow you to go to work during the summer months.  Almost like 

a little internship type thing.  They would get us into some of these work-study 

atmospheres where we could see more than we normally would see in our own 

neighborhoods. 

Given that the participants interviews included many K-12 educators, two college 

professors, a high ranking city official, a retired renowned journalist, a publication professional, 

two CEOs, an architect, an attorney, multiple nurses, along with those who made great 

progression in careers that did not require a four-year degree, I believe it is without question that 

I. M. Terrell High School’s culture and instruction offered the necessary foundation for its 

students to flourish after graduating from the beacon on the hill.  In a 1973 newspaper article 

reflecting on the achievements of I. M. Terrell graduates there is mention of such leaders as Dr. 

Edward Guinn (medical doctor), Leonard Briscoe (councilman and community leader), and Dr. 

Marion Brooks (medical doctor).  Dr. Brooks is quoted in the same article sharing even more of 

the accomplishments of the graduates. 
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It was a symbol of education the symbol of achievement. The graduates were few, but  

proud. A disproportionate number of them compared to some communities went on to  

college.  Many of them became professional people and they made contributions to the  

high level of intellectual and economic life across the country. (Miller, 1973) 

In the same article, the author paraphrases another part of her interview with Dr. Brooks which 

expounds on the level of success I. M. Terrell graduates reached despite the unequal access to 

resources and instructional materials.  

 He said a list of Terrell graduates, if compiled, would be amazing in showing the roles  

Terrell grads have played in government, athletics, business, the professions, and the arts. 

This, he said, despite the fact that Terrell basketball players once had only one basket 

with which to practice and its football team once trained in a valley by the Trinity River. 

More importantly than career success were the sentiments and continual commitment and 

advocacy to the Black community.  As part of the Calvin Littlejohn photo archives sample career 

and leadership accomplishments of former students were captured.  Table 1 highlights some of 

the successes that are indicative of the high level of college, career, and civic readiness that 

existed amongst I. M. Terrell graduates. 
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Table 2 

 

Highlights of I. M. Terrell High School Alumni Post High School Graduation  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & Graduation Year         College Attended            Career & Leadership 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Lenora Rolla, 1921          Alcorn College &            Dean, Jarvis Christian College  

Howard University            Federal Government, worked   

                                                   in the National Youth   

                                                   Administration 

 

Claude Platte, 1930          Tuskegee University            Tuskegee Airman 

 

Reby Cary, 1937 Prairie View A&M University First Black FWISD School  

Board Member 

Administrator, University of 

Texas at Arlington  

Author  

 

Walter Barbour, 1937 Atlanta University &              First Black female member of  

Prairie View A&M University   Fort Worth’s City Council 

                                                         

 

Robert Starr, 1939 Texas College & Texas             Diversity Manager, Federal  

Southern University                    Aviation Agency  

                                                    Fort Worth NAACP   

                                                    President  

 

Bobby Webber, 1955         University of North Texas City of Fort Worth City  

Council 

Business Owner 

Pastor 

 

James Cash, 1965         Texas Christian University &     First Black tenured professor  

           Purdue University            at Harvard University 
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Theme 4:  I. M. Terrell High School Had a Family-Like School Culture 

 

As a result of their high level of education, professionalism, and genuine care of their 

students, the teachers were held to the highest of regard by all in the Black community according 

to Myra Burnett, Class of 1973. The faculty’s leadership went beyond the walls of I.M Terrell 

High School into the overall Black community.  Pamela Cash, Class of 1966, when referring to 

the teachers, commented, “They were just good examples for upstanding citizens in the academic 

community and in the whole city, the whole Black community.” The community connection 

likely helped spur the camaraderie across the student body and faculty that existed at I. M. 

Terrell.  The faculty members’ support and professionalism led to numerous students considering 

them as more than the educators in the building, but also as parental figures away from home. 

Harold Diggs, Class of 1969 used the term “mother” and “father” as he enduringly shared stories 

about two different teachers. Included in his stories was a story about one of his teachers, Mr. 

Warren T. Bennett.  Diggs credits Mr. Bennett with saving his life because of the life skills and 

support he consistently showed to Harold and considers him as a father figure. “If I was messing 

up, he had no problem breaking me down.  I mean, just like he was my parents and I love him 

like a father.”   The support and love he felt still exists as evidenced by him proudly wearing a 

blue and gold I. M. Terrell hat and t-shirt for our interview time.  

A family-like bond complemented the high expectations that the former students 

identified that prepared them for life beyond high school. Ann Collins, Class of 1969, shared that 

her time at I. M. Terrell was “more like a family environment so there was more expected of you 

as well as in that environment.” She also went on to describe the environment as “close-knit” 

which she attributes partially to the school faculty treating students as if they were their very own 

family members.  Emerson Kincade used the same term, “close-knit,” to capture the essence of 
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the culture. He attributed it to teachers living in the same community and the knowing the 

parents of their students.   

 Several former students indicated they were taught and expected to look out for one 

another. The brother’s keeper like spirit contributed to the feeling of family. The feeling that was 

deliberately taught is expressed by Gladys Moore, Class of 1969: 

 I consider them as family [referring to her classmates more than thirty years  

after graduation].  And that was another thing that I. M. Terrell instilled in us that we 

were family. And when you walked in that building, you didn’t feel like you were 

coming to school, you thought you were coming home. It wasn’t school, it was home.  

The students were taught to work together to further develop the school and themselves 

according to Commissioner Roy C. Brooks, Class of 1967. 

 Because for us, I. M. Terrell was a microcosm of the world and we had the opportunity at  

I. M. Terrell to spread our wings and lead. There was no leadership opportunity within  

the microcosm that was I. M. Terrell that was not available to us.  And we developed  

skills of leadership of followership, of collaboration, of working together. 

One of the ways a family-like culture was fostered through former I. M. Terrell students came 

back to visit and share their accomplishments according to Devoyd Jennings, Class of 1966.  

Some participants expressed the feeling that came from the camaraderie as an indescribable, 

special atmosphere.  

It was the people, walking in those halls.  I can’t even explain it to you, because you have  

to have lived it, but it was an honor.  It was something that you just feel when you went  

there.  It’s something you can’t put into words per se, but it was a feeling that you had  

when you walked in. (Gladys Moore, Class of 1969). 
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 The indescribable feeling encapsulates the sense of being surrounded by people who saw 

each student as more than a student or more than a classmate as further confirmed by George 

Williams, Class of 1964: “The environment was a real close, like a family-like environment.  

And everybody knew everybody by name.  It was just a real special hands-on type experience.” 

The participants’ remarks established that the school environment influenced all aspects of the 

experience of attending I. M. Terrell.  Brenda Jones Piper, Class of 1973, captures the 

interlocking benefits and power of the first four findings:  

 I guess I can’t articulate the enthusiasm and the love that we have.  And I have for I. M.  

Terrell.  I’m so grateful and I’m so thankful that I was able to experience being there.  I  

didn’t feel poor.  I felt like I was getting the best education and I think I did get that. 

The feeling provided a lesson in how to treat others that graduates indicate has continued beyond 

their years as a high school student. “I learned the value of giving to others, and I learned the 

value of friendship” (Lucretia Walker, Class of 1965). 

 Maybe the care captured in Theme One led to a family-like culture, or maybe the family-

like culture is what made it impossible for students to feel so loved.  I am not sure anyone has a 

way to explain which one was first or how it all came together, but Opal Lee, Class of 1943, tries 

to give a glimpse into the actions that led to the family that existed inside the beacon on the hill: 

I just don’t know how to describe what a cohesive group I. M. Terrell was. It was awe 

inspired. You’d have to have been there to see and live it.  To know that those people 

were dedicated folks.  They didn’t always go home when the bell rang, and they didn’t 

always just turn the classes out and go about their business.  You’d thought that each of 

us belonged to them, that we were their children.  And we were, but they went beyond the 

call of the duty. 
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I. M. Terrell teachers’ above and beyond actions mirrored that of a parent-child relationship and 

contributed to the family-like environment is shared by Penola Owens, Class of 1964. Owens 

described the parental-like relationship she had with one of her teachers:  

Ms. Haynes would always sit and talk to me like she thought of me as a daughter and I  

could share with her and, you now, not feel intimidated you know, beat down.  So she  

always took time to see about me. 

Words like friend, teacher, classmate, or peer cannot capture a closeness that existed across the I. 

M. Terrell community.  Lucretia Walker, Class of 1965, captures the simplistic power of the 

culture: “We consider [ourselves] as more than friends, we’re family. We’re family.”  Maybe the 

I. M. Terrell school song best captures the intensity of the bond experienced by the student body. 

When we grow too old to dream, 

Terrell High we’ll remember. 

When we’ve drifted far apart, 

Your love will live in our hearts. 

 

The old gold and blue, 

To you we’ll be true; 

And through the years that come and go, 

We’ll sing of old Terrell High. 

 

The school song expresses the commitment to forever loving I. M. Terrell. Perhaps it is the deep 

love of the school that helped the students further love one another like family.  Darryl Glenn, 

Class of 1969, gives insight into the power of the gold and blue: 

We came from different direction at I. M. Terrell, and, really, we were enemies until we 

go to high school, because we went to different schools in junior high.  But when we go 

to I. M. Terrell it was the old gold and blue and that was it. 

The commitment and love of the school kept the students together despite their differences 

according to George Williams, Class of 1964: 
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And then I remember the camaraderie, the football games, the pep rallies, closeness of it  

all.  You had this little clique here and this little clique over there. But at the same time  

we all were still all together.  Yeah, you might have had this group of people that you  

would hang with the most, but it wasn’t like you were better than they were. 

Students were a unified family because they were all Terrellites.  The sharing of the same race 

across students and faculty, according to participants, further strengthened the sense that they 

were all a family.  

Theme 5:  I. M. Terrell Contributed to A Positive Racial Identity of Its Students 

 Students at I. M. Terrell developed a sense of obligation mixed with optimistic 

anticipation concerning what it meant to be a Black person.  However, despite the injustice that 

the era of racial segregation presented for Black people, I. M. Terrell students walked with their 

heads held high and felt proud to be Black. The honor and greatness that colored their lenses of 

the world came from understanding the unpleasantries while also knowing the history of the 

people from whom they had hailed. 

 Participants noted that parents and faculty members did not hold back from exposing the 

young people to the sacrifices many were making on their behalf to help them gain civil rights.  

Brenda Moore, Class of 1966, remembers that race was the driving factor in how she viewed her 

obligation as a student at I. M. Terrell. 

 It was mainly because it was a race thing and we were held accountable because so many  

people had been through so many things to get us to the point that we were. The teachers  

remembered how it was for them and for their parents.  And so they instilled that in us.  

And when you know those things about your life you feel like you owe others to be the  

best you can be. 
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An unwritten duty was also felt by Myra Burnett, Class of 1973, who, when asked about how she 

recalls the learning environment at I. M. Terrell, said: 

 In some senses we had an obligation to achieve all that we could because it was a special  

moment following the Civil Rights Act and things like that.  A special moment to really  

join as full citizens of the United States. 

Myra and her classmates were inspired because of the obligation felt due to the progress of Black 

people.  However, it did not blind them to the challenges it would take to access what had 

previously only been made available to white people. 

 While I. M. Terrell’s faculty used the progress of Black people and the new laws in place 

to help with advancement, they did not shy away from making sure the students knew that it 

would not be easy. They wanted to make sure their students were prepared and equipped to 

continue the fight that many had died for them to have.  Commissioner Roy. C. Brooks 

recounted the delivery and rationale of his teachers’ high expectations in relation to him being 

Black by recalling the type of messaging shared with him: “You always have to be better to be 

considered equal.” He learned early that hard work would have to happen, and he would likely 

have to work harder than his white counterparts for the same opportunity.  Despite the grim 

nature of such an outlook, he said he believed he could be better than the white people he would 

have to encounter as he worked to achieve greatness beyond high school.  Similarly, Harold 

Diggs, Class of 1969, learned as a student at I. M. Terrell something similar based on his sharing, 

“We had to have a strong education because we had to be better.”  Diggs took this advice 

through his entire career, and it led to him making historic racial advancements in his job.  Myra 

Burnett, Class of 1973, remembers several teachers sharing a similar message to ensure 

preparedness for her and her classmates as they entered the nonsegregated world as Black 

people.  
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 I think they were trying to prepare us both for some of the difficulties, because I heard  

more than one of them say, you have to be twice as good to be thought of as equal or  

something like that. And so there was this sense of needing to just grab hold of  

everything that we could to go through a door while it was open. 

Participants described their teachers as holding the belief that anything was possible for their 

students because of what and how they were teaching them. However, they knew that the color 

of their students’ skin would be a barrier, so they helped them learn a high level of responsibility 

as a form of mitigation.  By being equipped to hopefully circumvent the hardships that may 

come by being Black, they helped instill that education would be the tool for a better tomorrow. 

 Students understood that it was a time to thrust not only themselves into greatness, but 

also the entire race of Black people.  In the April 26, 1963, issue of the school’s newspaper, The 

Terrellife, the following daily responsibility reminder was written by one of the students: “If all 

of the children of I. M. Terrell would study more and do more of the things that are necessary for 

advancement of our school and race we can make ourselves be more helpful in our 

neighborhood.” Clearly the students understood that making good choices in school was about 

more than an education and a career; it was about hope for all Black people.  Participants shared 

that parents also held hope as they wanted to see the generations to come flourish because of the 

segregation and racism they had endured.  One of Linda Brewster Shaws’, Class of 1969, 

reflections on learning at I. M. Terrell and the dogmatic nature of her teachers connects the past 

and the hopes of the future for the Black race.  

 I think I heard that we were the first group of African Americans that were more educated  

than their parents.  That was just so important to them.  And by me living with my great  

grandmother, none of them got any further than the eighth grade before they went to  

work or whatever. So it was important for them [teachers] to push us to go further  
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because we had the opportunity to do that. 

Shaw knew her teachers asked a lot from her and her classmates, but she also knew it was not 

just about that moment in time, but about the entire race of Black people and the future of the 

race.  Social mobility is a phrase used to express the forward progress in economic and social 

status.  Social mobility as an ideal was captured by Fred Alexander, Class of 1960. 

 I won’t say we were class conscious, but we were in a sense I guess had subconscious  

ideas about upward mobility.  I don’t remember ever saying or using the phrase upward  

mobility, but I certainly felt a duty, to my own upbringing, family, the community’s  

expectation of us. There was just a sense of being able to do things that maybe our  

parents couldn’t do and we just kind of felt that. I don’t know if you talk to somebody  

else that is in the same generation that they would be able to explain it any better than I’m  

doing right now.  But there was no built-in sense of limits for us, for me, and everybody  

that I can remember in high school, I’m sure they felt the same way.  

Seeing Black community leaders further developed the thought of what could be possible was 

noted by a number of participants. According to Pamela Cash, Class of 1966, the Black leaders 

who most often graduated from I. M. Terrell furthered her sense of what was possible. 

I. M. Terrell had been there so long that there were generations of people who were the  

civic leaders of the community who had graduated from I. M. Terrell.  I. M. Terrell was  

just the backbone of all the people that we had seen who were successful leaders in the  

community, whether they were ministers, or who we would call politicians of that day,  

business leaders.  We were so proud to have been part of graduating from I. M. Terrell  

when it was still a major Black high school in the city.  They did build other Black high  

schools, but nothing was like the stature of what I. M. Terrell was, and what everyone  

who graduated from there thought about what it had done to empower them as people  
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who did understand what it was to be role models and leaders to other people.   

Cash’s statement makes connections to what I. M. Terrell meant for the race of people who 

attended across generations.  Even with the messaging and the shared feelings of obligation for 

the race, the teachers did not neglect the opportunity to directly teach Black history and from the 

works of Black people. 

 Several participants remembered fondly some of the lessons they received that they 

classify as Black history.  Florida Ward, Class of 1965, shared that the teachers emphasized 

Black history.  She particularly mentions lessons about George Washington Carver.  Brenda 

Moore, Class of 1966, shared similar memories of “really celebrating Black history.”  She 

concludes that “when you know those things about your life, you feel like you owe others to be 

the best you can be.” The effort to teach Black history was deliberate and well planned since the 

topics were not approved or included in the issued textbooks. Lucretia Walker, Class 1965, who 

believes she learned a lot about Black history while she was a student at I. M. Terrell, shared, “It 

was not all in the books because the books we had were not written about Black people.”  While 

reminiscing during a 1985 school reunion, Billye Ali, Class of 1958, was reported as saying, 

“Mr. Bledsoe, my former history teacher, taught from the textbooks, but he also added the 

history of our Black culture to make the class more interesting.”  The teaching of the history of 

their own people appeared to have made learning more interesting and providing a way to boost 

up the students and push their thinking about what was and what could be.  Bob Ray Sanders, 

Class of 1965, shared a similar sentiment during our conversation about what the teachers taught.  

And in addition to teaching you what was in the books, because I just said they talked to 

about things that weren’t in the books because you know our history was not in the 

books.  I think there were maybe three Black writers included.  James Weldon Johnson 

and Paul Laurence Dunbar I think were the only Black literary figures we had in our 
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books. They didn’t teach you much about slavery. We had teachers who taught you those 

things.   

Teaching of Black history helped students learn about the vast contributions made by people who 

share their ancestry.   The rationale and importance of teaching Black history is a foundational 

tenet of Carter G. Woodson. Woodson asserts in The Mis-Education of the Negro that Black 

children who are taught the accomplishments of their race have a positive personal outlook 

(1933/1999). Devoyd Jennings, Class of 1966, shared what he believes it taught him, other 

students, and any Black child who is taught Black history: “If anything, it’s us teaching our kids 

that we are great people. We got a great history beyond what they see.  I mean, it’s all the way 

back to Africa.” The students at I. M. Terrell had an opportunity to learn about Black history 

because of the efforts of their teachers. The Black history taught gave context to what was being 

shared and assumed about what may or may not come if school desegregation was fully 

implemented in Fort Worth ISD. 

 With what the students saw, learned, and came to believe about was possible for them as 

Black people was limitless.  Devoyd Jennings, Class of 1966, expressed that he was prepared and 

capable to outperform any white person if given the opportunity. 

A thing that really bugged you a lot is that you would read the newspaper or see on the 

news that there were other folks who were basically Anglo, the whites, considering 

themselves to be better than us, and we never thought that.  We always were wanting to 

have the challenge of playing them, playing sports against them, matching them in 

educational endeavors, scholarships, and all that kind of stuff.  Well, because that was 

prohibited so much, it gave us a lot of fight.  We said, “Well, I guarantee you, if we keep 

going, when the time goes, we going to beat y’all” The majority community knew it.  
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Ultimately, it seems for the students at I. M. Terrell High School the idea of being inferior had 

no place against the racial pride and commitment to doing the best they could as representatives 

of all Black people. Dr. Marion Brooks (as cited in Miller, 1973) shares more about this pride in 

a newspaper article. 

In a community of the segregated south, where there was so little in the way of  

opportunity and in the way of self-image for black youngers growing up.  Terrell served 

as a source of pride, source of development, to black people. (Miller, 1973) 

Shared feeling of pride and ambition for greatness undoubtedly set the stage for varied opinions 

about school desegregation. 

 While Brown declared the end to segregated schools years before, the concept remained a 

source of tension for Fort Worth ISD well into the 1970s based on newspaper articles and 

minutes from Board meetings. With the reality and debate about school desegregation being at 

the forefront of their minds and with a strong hope for what could be, there were mixed opinions 

across the Black community regarding desegregation.  

Theme 6: There Were Varied Viewpoints About School Desegregation Prior to 

Implementation in Fort Worth ISD 

 Many considered school desegregation as the best option for Black children to receive an 

equal education to their white peers. Brenda Jones Piper, Class of 1973, shared the following 

while reflecting on the Black people she remembered advocating for school desegregation: 

 I think they wanted us to have the best education. I didn’t know it, but then we would get  

hand me down books and hand me down uniforms and things.  I think they really thought  

that we would get a better-quality education. 

Florida Ward, Class of 1965, shared similar memories of the reasons some were advocates for 

integration based on their hopes for Black children: “I think they were only pushing it because 
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they wanted an equal education for everybody. We wanted to get equal things, like if they were 

getting new books, we wanted to get new books. We wanted a fairer education.”  While Ann 

Collins, Class of 1969, had memories like Piper and Ward.  She recalls differing opinions 

between the Black parents and the Black students.  

 I was upset and everybody else was upset of course.  And apprehensive. I didn’t want to  

be bused in. I don’t think that many kids did want to be bused.  It was a lot of our parents  

that were pushing our children. Of course, they were saying we would get a better  

education.  But we thought we were getting a great one there when they started.  And  

they did start in the year that I was there.  It seemed like our best teachers were leaving  

and being taken from I. M. Terrell and sent over to the white schools. So there was a  

brain drain and at least we felt at the time that was happening. 

Collins shows that that while the desire for a high quality, equal education was the goal, some 

Black people had thoughts that school desegregation may not be the way to achieve this desire. 

Similar to Collins, the quality of the teachers shapes how Daryl Glenn, Class of 1969, thinks 

about those who had a desire for school integration: 

 Because they had new books, they had better facilities.  It wasn’t necessarily about the  

quality of the teachers either.  Surprisingly, I don’t think that was high on the list.  I think  

the facilities and the money. I know at I. M. Terrell, for track, I think one year the athletic  

director gave all our bus money in the Black schools to the white schools for their JV and  

freshman to ride buses. Our coaches had to ride us around in station wagons to get to and  

from games. But, like I said, I don’t think it was the quality of the teachers. It was the  

facilities and things they had available and resources that really attracted us.  And we  

know that separate and equal would not work, because that is kind of leaving it in their 

hands again. 
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Lucretia Walker, Class of 1965, also shared that facilities and the thought of just being in a white 

school was too great of a consideration of those who advocated for school integration: “But the 

parents felt like because they were going to a white school that did it all.  But that’s not teaching.  

Educating a person is more than just putting them in a building.” 

Carolyn McBride attended I. M. Terrell one year before her mother made her go to 

Paschal. Her retelling of the story that led to her mother making the decision reveals another 

perspective that caused some Black people to want their children to have access to integrated 

schools: 

 The reason I left…my mother was a domestic, and during the 60s, even the very late 60s,  

there was a lot being said about integration and why we should send our white students  

to Black schools and vice versa and all that sort of thing. And in a conversation that my  

mom had with one of the ladies she worked for when this lady had invited several other  

women to house for lunch. And my mom found out right at the end of her day that she  

was expected to have lunch with them and to explain to them why they had never heard  

of Paul Laurence Dunbar, or I. M. Terrell or places like that. And so as they talked in  

their conversation my mother began to believe because one lady made the statement,  

“Even if they had graduated from an all-black college, I’m sure the education would not  

be any more than that of an eighth grader from any school that we send our children to.”   

And my mother was angry about it, but she understood one thing:  in white America  

there’s no such thing as a Black man that can equal up to anything of a white individual.   

So in her mind, and she told me when she told me she was going to transfer me the next  

year. “Carolyn, I know you don’t want to leave, but even if you are a C student from R.  

L. Paschal, they would think more about hiring you than if you were an A student from I.  

M. Terrell.”  So the reason I left is because my mom felt like it was better for me and my  
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sister and brother if that name [R. L. Paschal High School] be associated with our  

education. 

Overall, the opinions shared in the interviews regarding school desegregation were emotionally 

charged and were coated with a mixture of optimism and skepticism. Some like Devoyd 

Jennings, Class of 1966, intermixed what they felt leading up to desegregation with how they 

feel looking back on how it unfolded: 

  We really wanted integration because we felt… and now that I know what I know I kind  

of regret it but I’ll get to that later.  But, the issue is we wanted integration because it was 

put before us as the pinnacle of success.  And if you could integrate and you can go and 

be everything you wanted to and you could fulfill all your dreams and all your promises 

that you wouldn’t be held back.  Today, they would define it as white power structure. 

They really sold that dream. And they had an endgame for it, which is what they did. We 

were good hunters, but we got captured by their game.   

Maybe the Black people who never had a desire for school integration recognized the game, 

coined by Jennings, earlier than advocates. 

 Despite the hope of what would come if schools were integrated some Black people 

remained opposed to the end of school segregation. Primarily those opposed stood against the 

notion that the white schools offered a superior education or that education at the hands of white 

people was actually better.  Harold Diggs, Class of 1969, shared what he felt about those who 

were pushing for school desegregation: 

 Well, some of those people thought that if you wasn’t going to an all-white school that  

you wouldn’t get the education. That they were better educated. And that’s just not the  

truth because we had a lot of people that are successful as far as being able to live. And  

it’s about your quality of life. You’re able to go out here and make a living, and you have  
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a good quality of life. I’ve seen white kids come out of those white schools, and they  

didn’t know as much as we did.  Didn’t know a fraction as much as we did. Our teachers  

really put forth the effort at that time. Plus, we didn’t feel we were entitled. 

I. M. Terrell’s teachers’ unparalleled effort fostered the belief that integration would actually 

offer a better option for Black students than what was already offered at I. M. Terrell. Florida 

Ward, Class of 1965, was one of the people who shared this line of thinking based on her 

responses during her interview: 

 But when we first found out it was going to be integrated, I think a lot of us wanted it to  

just stay like it was.  Now we didn’t know how it would be with integration.  We just  

didn’t feel our kids would be getting the education they needed once schools were  

integrated.  I think they [Black integration proponents] were only pushing it because they  

wanted an equal education for everybody.  We wanted to get equal things, like if they  

were getting new books we wanted to get new books.  We wanted a fairer education.  I  

don’t think a lot of people wanted integration, but when the law says you have to do  

something you have to do it.  

The mixed point of view and the ideas of those who held ideals that separate could be equal, 

floated across the Black community.  Commissioner Roy C. Brooks, Class of 1967, captures the 

essence of one of the groups who were not proponents of integration: 

 There were two schools of thought at the time. There were the integrationists typified by  

the NAACP.  And there were the others who I will not give a name to. They were not 

particularly anti-integration. They were a group of people to which my father belonged. 

And he was perhaps the leader of that group. And he famously said that there is nothing 

about a black boy sitting next to a white boy in a classroom that is going to help teach 

that black boy how to read. You give us our share of the money and we’ll teach them 
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ourselves. He advocated something like that, in hindsight what may be considered 

separate but truly equal: That’s a black school system that had its own board, its own 

money, its own building, its own right to make policy decisions.  His view did not 

prevail.  But I think in hindsight, it has proven to be true. 

While the viewpoints and expectations surrounding the idea of school desegregation are 

varied, there is less division on how the implementation affected the experience of Black 

students.  

Theme 7:  The Black Community and The Educational Experience of Black Students in Fort 

Worth Changed After I. M. Terrell Closed 

Research participants collectively believe that school desegregation left Black students in 

Fort Worth without a connection to a community, reduced their access to an excellent education, 

and took away the camaraderie that helped so many thrive in the halls of I. M. Terrell. George 

Williams, Class of 1964, captured a summary of the dream hoped for and what he believes was 

lost chasing the dream: 

Well, I think a lot of people thought that you would get a better education, you’d have  

better facilities or you could be involved in more stuff or activities, or whatever.  But they  

forgot all the values and stuff that went along with that.  And all that, a lot of that is what  

got lost.  They thought we were going to be upgraded, you’d get better textbooks, you’d  

get better schools, you’d get better this. But all the values got lost.  We never could get  

that back because we had big time values. We believe in one another, we believed in  

ourselves.  

Emerson Kincade, Class of 1959, has strong feelings aligned with those of Williams about the 

promise versus the reality from his perspective:  

 I know what integration, what we thought it would be. We thought we would get a better  
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education by integrating and that’s what they sold us a bill of goods.  But it’s a lie  

because those people across the track did not care for us and they didn’t want us at their  

schools. 

The loss of the excellence that that was the foundation of the education received at I. M. Terrell 

is just one of the factors that has some calling the promise of integration a lie. 

 More than one-third of the research participants shared some level of loss related to the 

quality or type of education received by Black students following the closing of I. M. Terrell 

High School. Roderick Grimes, Class of 1969, shared the experience of his younger brother who 

attended Paschal High School: 

 When his senior year rolled around, he was in a very big quandary about what he was  

going to do for college.  My father, who was a good friend of Mrs. Kirk, my former  

counselor went to her to ask if she could help him get his youngest son into college  

because he was getting no assistance from his white counselor at Paschal High School.  

And if it hadn’t been for Irene Kirk, we don’t know where my younger brother would  

have ended up as far as college is concerned.  

Based on Grimes’ account, his brother missed out on the guidance, attention, and support that 

Grimes had which resulted in him attending Northwestern University. Myra Burnett, Class of 

1973, shares experiences and thoughts about the aftermath of I. M. Terrell no longer being an 

option for Black students in regard to treatment and opportunities: 

 I was concerned that the people that I knew of who had gone into integrated  

environments were not feeling that they were being well received, that they were not  

being encouraged to take the more challenging courses. That they were kind of sidelined  

secondhand citizens in a way. And I just didn’t see the advantage of being in an  

integrated environment if you’re not getting the attention and the support that you need to  
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do well. I was just afraid that we were undermining educational opportunities for Black  

kids who would go into environments that were, if not openly hostile, just not friendly or  

supportive or affirming.  Sadly, I think that’s born out in most cases, not all certainly, but  

in most.  

In addition to accounts of less guidance for post high school, there was some belief that there 

was a reduced quality of learning. 

 Some thoughts about the diminished quality of learning were directly connected to the 

teachers. Pam Cash, Class of 1966, helped dissect what happened: “Like I explained to you how 

the teachers were role models to Black students and all.  Integration took that away from Black 

students.”  Cash is not alone in thinking the shift in who was teaching Black students set things 

in motion for a reduced educational experience for Black students. Bob Ray Sanders, Class of 

1965, agrees that the missing high level of support made had an extraordinary negative impact: 

 Many people my age and many people who came through I. M. Terrell period would say  

Black students were shortchanged with integration because they ended up with these non- 

caring teachers, these inexperienced teachers, teachers who really didn’t care about them.  

Certainly, didn’t love them.  I don’t want to put that on all teachers, period, but they 

didn’t have that core group of teachers who would push you. 

Commissioner Roy C. Brooks, Class of 1967, also considers the loss of the nurturing and high 

expectations offered by the teachers at I. M. Terrell proved detrimental to the education of Black 

students: 

 There were no longer learning from Black teachers who focus all of their energy on  

nurturing Black kids into leaders, or there was no longer that cocooned environment in  

which Black students could have the opportunities to lead and develop leadership skills.  

Instead, they were subjected to lowered expectations on the part of the system. At  
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the end of the day Black students were considered successful and good students if they  

sat there in the classroom and worked quietly and did not create trouble.  

Daryl Glenn, Class of 1969, adds on to a similar idea by also considering why the approach and 

mindset was so different from I. M. Terrell’s teachers: 

 I think we lost the edge. They just didn’t have the tools and the skills and the knowledge  

and the experience.  And some of them didn’t care, they knew that this was just only for a  

moment.  They knew this was not going to be their career at this school.  Before they  

integrated, most of the Black teachers knew that this was it for them. They were going to  

have to make their career and their living and everything else out of it at that time.  

Glenn went on to share what the negative impacts of integration on learning from the viewpoint 

of the change in who was teaching Black students after I. M. Terrell closed: 

 You had to go to schools that had more equipment, more facilities, more money. But you  

had to sit in a classroom with teachers who really didn’t have your best interest at heart.  

And I’m not talking about the majority of them.  But you could feel it and you could  

sense it.  

Some think the change in who was teaching students and the approach of the teachers also 

negatively continued to the camaraderie once felt in I. M. Terrell. 

 Part of the fondness in describing the experience of being a student at I. M. Terrell was 

capturing the family-like community and support that existed.  Some even say it directly 

contributed to the success of Terrell’s students.  It is therefore expected that some participants 

would also point out the closure of Terrell resulted in the demise of Black students having access 

to a tight-knit school community.  Ann Collins, Class of 1969, shared that she believes the 

support was missing for Black students when I. M. Terrell was no longer in operation: 

 There were more resources there but they didn’t have the support system that they had at  
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I. M. Terrell and the tradition that they had at I. M. Terrell that in my opinion is very  

important as well in a learning environment. 

The support that led to the feeling of family at I. M. Terrell was gone. Linda Brewster Shaw, 

Class of 1969, tries to capture what was lost:   

It just wasn’t there anymore.  You lost something. You lost that closeness.  You lost that  

camaraderie.  That feeling of family, that went away. After Terrell closed, that was an  

end of an era.  And now that I am saying it, I see it really was, because they didn’t have  

what we had growing up with.  That was gone.  

Coupled with the loss of high educational expectation and school community was a feeling of 

disruption of the Black community and the racial pride that existed in the students who attended 

I. M. Terrell. 

 A disruption in racial and community pride was felt with Fort Worth’s school integration 

plan that called for the closing of I. M. Terrell High School. Carolyn McBride shares her 

experience in comparing what she was taught at I. M. Terrell versus her experience at a different 

school: 

 We had been taught pride in who we were not just being Black, but also who we were as  

individuals.  We were taught that at home. We were taught that in high  

school. But when you go to a place where the only thing they know is your face is black,  

you don’t have no business being there, you don’t get that. 

The missing piece of deliberating being taught to have pride in who you are is connected to the 

sense of the culture of who you are.  Myra Burnett, Class of 1973, captures the process of loss of 

the culture that came after the closing of I. M. Terrell: 

 I felt then, and still do, frankly, that we were losing something from our culture and that  

we were giving that up too easily for the cause of integration. I still mourn that loss  
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because there are so many things in Black culture that we sacrifice to do what we  

consider as progress.  And when I look at where we are with resegregated schools, it  

seems like perhaps it was for not. We hoped for something that did not manifest.  I know  

there were opportunities that came, but at what cost would be the question I would say. 

The cost described by Burnett is believed to be beyond the walls of I. M. Terrell and into the 

Black community overall based on participant responses.  I. M. Terrell’s last principal, Walter 

Day, is referenced in a newspaper article as saying, “But personally I think in the tradeoff we lost 

something” (Camuto, 1990).  Principal Day leaves the readers to fill in the blank regarding what 

was lost, but Pam Cash, Class of 1966, possibly picks up where he left off: 

 I saw personally the lost that happened with integration.  That’s still an undecided  

question of how did we lose banks and doctors.  We integrated to the white community  

but the white community didn’t support Black businesses.  

Gerrod Anderson, Class of 1948, agrees with Cash that the process of integration which led to 

the closing of I. M. Terrell also negatively impacted the Black community economically. 

Anderson shared, the “Black businessman was left behind.  That was negative because they 

weren’t able to get funded to improve their businesses. So, we eventually drifted away from the 

neighborhood concept.” The intersectionality of the community that existed in the segregated I. 

M. Terrell with the segregated Black community meant the loss of I. M. Terrell was not just 

about the loss of Fort Worth’s first Black high school, but the loss of the Black community in 

Fort Worth. Devoyd Jennings, Class of 1966, illuminates the demise:  

 I’ll say the lesson of that is that it wasn’t as successful for us as a people in the society as  

we thought it would be because we lost so much of our own identity. We lost our wealth. 

I say that all the time. We integrated everything but the dollar bill. As a group, things  

we owned, we gave up. Therefore, our businesses went away. Therefore, our community  
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went away.  There were no more neighborhoods that we all were in. We got  

disconnected, and I think we just we lost everything. And it shows today. Like I said,  

when we came up, the village raised the children.  But now there’s no village. 

The lost village and economic stability were dually the burden of Black teachers. Myra Burnett, 

Class of 1973, captures the negative impact the closing of I. M. Terrell for many of its teachers:   

Teachers who were at I. M. Terrell who were very good teachers were not picked up or  

placed in other schools in the Fort Worth public schools. So they lost their jobs.  And  

that’s unfortunate because they were really quite talented. 

Lost access to Black teachers shows to have resulted in a negative impact for Black students that 

went beyond the classrooms that once existed at I. M. Terrell.  Some think maybe if 

desegregation of schools in Fort Worth would have happened differently maybe the impact 

would not have been so dire. Brenda Moore, Class of 1966, when remembering the closing of I. 

M. Terrell, reflecting on the school desegregation process as she remembers, and the current 

state of education of Black children she said: 

 The way desegregation happened is the reason why we are in the state we’re in now.  We  

jumped off into this area where we felt like desegregation was the best thing for us. And  

you know, it could have been.  Things are different now, but we lost generations of  

people, generations of children, because of the lack of caring.  

Moore’s feeling of remorse about the process and the aftermath is shared by Lucretia Walker, 

Class of 1965: 

 I think the Black leaders-they had the best intentions, let me say that.  They had the best  

intentions, I believe. I believe that to my soul.  But I don’t think that they would agree to  

some of those decisions they agreed to then now.  I feel like we’ve lost three generations  

of Black children.  
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The word “loss” permeates reflections and feelings about school desegregation in Fort Worth 

and the closing of I. M. Terrell High School.  The belief and recognition that the experience of 

Black students has forever been changed in a negative way after Fort Worth ISD’s implemented 

school desegregation plan is the underlining narrative of the research participants.  The closure 

resulted in the Black community no longer had access to the education and community that took 

place inside and around the beacon on the hill. 

Chapter Summary 

 Chapter four gave the findings of the study based on the responses provided during the 

interviews and discoveries made during archival research.  Seven themes surfaced after review 

and analysis of the interviews and archival research.  

 The themes in response to the three research questions are:  

1. I. M Terrell faculty were caring role models for their students  

2. I. M. Terrell faculty used their qualifications and experiences to hold their students to 

high expectations.  

3. I. M. Terrell High School teachers prepared students for life beyond high school. 

4. I. M. Terrell High School had a family-like culture.  

5. I. M. Terrell High School contributed to a positive racial identity of its students. 

6. There were varied viewpoints about school desegregation before implemented in Fort 

Worth ISD.  

7. The Black community and the educational experience of Black students in Fort Worth 

changed after I. M. Terrell closed.  

 Chapter 5 will present a discussion, interpretation, and implications of the findings using 

Critical Race Theory.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, and CONCLUSIONS 

 

 The purpose of this study was to determine possible methods to help Black students reach 

a higher level of academic success through the examination of the learning environment at I. M. 

Terrell High school before its closure. Chapter four reported the memories and reflections of 

former I. M. Terrell students through interviews.  Also, archival research provided background 

and a source of triangulation for the research study.  After transcriptions, coding, and review of 

archival research, seven themes surfaced.  

 The seven themes in response to the three research questions are:  

1. I. M Terrell faculty were caring role models for their students  

2. I. M. Terrell faculty used their qualifications and experiences to hold their students to 

high expectations.  

3. I. M. Terrell High School teachers prepared students for life beyond high school. 

4. I. M. Terrell High School had a family-like culture.  

5. I. M. Terrell High School contributed to a positive racial identity of its students. 

6. There were varied viewpoints about school desegregation before implemented in Fort 

Worth ISD.  

7. The Black community and the educational experience of Black students in Fort Worth 

changed after I. M. Terrell closed.  

Alignment exists between the findings and the research presented in the literature review as well 

as with ideas associated with Critical Race Theory.  

 The Critical Race Theory examines the idea that white people have been the beneficiary 

of civil rights legislation (Ladson-Billings, 1998).  The approach of Fort Worth ISD's choice to 
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close I. M. Terrell as part of their answer to following school desegregation mandates along with 

the stories told by the study participants uphold the foundation of Critical Race Theory. 

 Fort Worth ISD's board members indicated that they wanted all students to have access to 

an equal education yet were very late to establish a legally acceptable plan.  However, the plan 

heavily dependent on the busing of Black children to historically all-white schools.  Furthermore, 

when white parents chose not to send their children to the Black schools, closing multiple Black 

schools was deemed the solution. Initiation and acceptance of the decision by the local branch of 

the NAACP clouded the decision to close I. M. Terrell. Given the remarkable outcomes of many 

I. M. Terrell graduates, it is hard not to question if the board wanted Black students to lose the 

opportunity to attend I. M. Terrell. It is easy to conclude that maybe it was the option to best 

protect the school system leaders from further reprimand from their delayed decision or to avoid 

requiring white parents to send their students to I. M. Terrell.  

Fort Worth School System School Desegregation Planning 

It is essential to know the status of school integration in Fort Worth ISD during the time 

immediately preceding the closing of I. M. Terrell.  According to an August 27, 1967 article in 

the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, “Desegregation in the Fort Worth schools will be completed with 

the opening of the fall term as all the system's high schools, including the new Southwest and 

Dunbar High Schools, open classes to Negro students” (Clough, 1967).  Based on concerns 

raised by the Fort Worth chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) presented in an 

article published on June 26, 1969, it is clear that a process of integrating schools still was not 

finalized given their listed concerns outlined in the article.  The article states, “The board had 

maintained junior-senior high school complexes in three Negro schools, but no white schools. 

The school system does not have a comprehensive plan of desegregation” (Miller, 1969). 

ACLU's areas of concern went unresolved based on a June 1971 Fort Worth Star-Telegram 
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article that reported the words of Fort Worth ISD's superintendent, Julius Truelson, “We're going 

to try to maintain the concept of the neighborhood school and still comply with the court.” He 

was also reported saying, “I assure the people of Fort Worth that your board of education is 

dedicated to seeing that every child in the system receives the best possible education.” (Fort 

Worth Star-Telegram, 1971).  The promises without finalization continued.  A July 7, 1971 Fort 

Worth Star-Telegram article presents some key areas of a school desegregation plan the board 

planned to submit to a U. S. District Judge, but confirms that no formal plan for integration had 

been approved.  Two aspects of the submission are: “Integration of the faculties in every school 

on a ratio of 76 percent white and 22 percent black, or as close to that ratio as possible,” and 

“Continuation of the present school policy whereby a student attending a school where his race is 

in the majority may transfer to a school where his race is in the minority” (Fort Worth Star-

Telegram, 1971). The same article without a listed author states the following in response to the 

board's consideration of closing I. M. Terrell: 

The Supreme Court has held that the existence of “a small number” of one-race schools 

does not “in itself denote a system that still practices desegregation by law.”  However, 

the court said school officials would have to prove that the location of the school was not 

the result of past segregation by policy or by law. Terrell was built while segregation was  

still the official policy of the Fort Worth School System. Therefore, its continued  

existence as an all-black school would seem to be unacceptable to the courts. 

The statement is concerning since it would seem all schools established before Brown v. Board 

of Education fit into this category.  The decisions and narrative around school desegregation only 

become more contradictory when considering the local NAACP chapter's reported words as 

represented by Clifford Davis in an article published January 3, 1973.  

 ‘It is imperative that desegregation no longer be carried out at the expense of the  
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institutions of the Negro community.’ Davis said the NAACP feels 80 percent of the I.  

M. Terrell students do not live in close proximity to the school, and therefore will be  

better off in other schools. In another departure from the school system plan, the NAACP  

proposes to allow Dunbar Middle and High Schools to continue to have a slight black  

majority ‘in response to the strongly stated desire of much of the Negro community that  

there be at least one educational institution in which Negroes do not constitute the  

minority.’ (Miller, 1973) 

Ultimately, the board meeting minutes align with the reports from the Star-Telegram.  The notes 

from the February 14, 1973 meeting in figure 6 capture the three major elements of the 

integration plan approved by the U. S. District Court on July 17, 1971. 
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Figure 6 

Fort Worth School System’s School Desegregation Plan 

 

 

The first listed plan procedure lacks any consideration of the level of change Black 

children would experience. While the logic is that the teacher's racial makeup would align with 

the school population, it does not account for the reality that Black students would ultimately see 
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fewer teachers who look like them. Also, it does not address the potential (and the reality) that 

such a breakdown would result in Black teachers losing their job.  

Interestingly and yet another point of confusion is the plan only indicates the closure of 

the junior high section of I. M. Terrell, yet the entire school was closed. The proportion of Black 

students to white students who were required to attend new schools and only Black schools 

selected for closure uphold the Interest Convergence tenet of Critical Race Theory. White people 

benefitted more than Black people because they experienced less disruption.  They did not have 

to dismantle their communities to uphold the law. 

Revisiting the Theoretical Framework  

Interest Convergence 

Interest convergence holds that white people will uphold policies touted for racial justice 

when white people can also gain from the policy.  Bell simplifies it as the act of “sacrificing 

black rights to further white interest” (Bell, 1995).  Closing I. M. Terrell denied the Black 

community access to an institution that had been their foundation for generations. The Fort 

Worth school system delayed formal planning of school desegregation which should have led to 

formal reprimand for being out of legal compliance.  The plan that was finally implemented did 

not, in my opinion, offer justice for Black children.  Given the excellent education that was 

offered at I. M. Terrell, I am surprised (or maybe I am not) by finding no evidence in my archival 

research of the school system's leaders making an effort to preserve the school.  I wonder if the 

same mindset of the supporters of slavery, who made every effort to keep slaves illiterate, shaded 

the decision makers' thinking.  Given the number of Black civic leaders, business leaders, and 

professionals educated at I. M. Terrell, could the school's existence be considered a threat to the 

level of superiority that many white people at the time wanted to hold?  Even if my presumption 

is far from reality, white people benefitted from the final school integration plan because little 
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change was required of them and their children now had access to I. M. Terrell's excellent 

teachers.  

Ultimately, it was the Black community who had to face the emotions of seeing their 

schools closed.  The Black community had to watch their children load a bus to go to a school 

where care and expectation were lacking.  

As it slowly unfolded in Fort Worth ISD, the school desegregation process could be 

considered an example of interest convergence because the closing allowed Fort Worth ISD to 

finally have a desegregation plan approved by the state at the expense of the Black community 

and without any real disruption to the education experience of white people.  The exchange was 

said to offer Black children access to better education.  The better education did not come.   

Counter-Storytelling 

 So often, the story of Brown v Board of Education is that desegregation was needed in 

order for Black students learn.  So often the time period in history is presented as unequal access 

to an excellent education.  The stories are laced with examples of hand-me-down books and 

equipment.  My first learning about the inequality in resources in Black schools was when I read 

Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor. I remember seeing the book's image that is 

used to duplicate what Black students during segregated education saw in their textbooks—the 

issue page completely filled with the names of white students who had the book before them.   

However, this study's participants shed light on so many counter-stories to this type of narrative.  

Counter-Storytelling shifts the focus and underlining premise of events which the dominant 

group has historically told (Love, 2004).  The study gives a counter-narrative about the 

experience of students in Black segregated schools.  

Yes, there were hand-me-down books and uniforms. Yes, there was an unfair distribution 

of facilities. However, there is a need to share more stories like that of the participant, Roderick 
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Grimes. Grimes’ mother planned time at the start of each year to mend his band uniform because 

her son would look good, and there would be no excuse not to have access to extracurricular 

activities.  Maybe there should be more stories like the one about how I. M. Terrell teachers 

would assign students on the first day of school to determine which pages were missing from 

their textbooks so that the teacher could either supplement or pair them with a peer.  Again, the 

focus was on making sure learning was not interrupted by the misguided racism of others.   

The historical accounts of Black segregated schools often omit telling how despite these 

inequitable areas, the quality and richness of the educational experiences were not poor.  Levine 

and Levine (2014), provide the type of account that is missing a piece of the story: “Black 

schools were frequently overcrowded, poorly built, and minimally equipped.  Black school 

students were given secondhand textbooks discarded by White schools.” There is no mention 

that the school was poor in the ultimate aspects that determine if a student will learn: teachers’ 

knowledge of content, quality of the instruction, student-teacher relationships, and teachers who 

share the identity of their students.  All of these components existed at I. M. Terrell High School 

before the decision to take them away.  

The rich, heartfelt stories of the participants unveil a counter-story that should be used to 

inform the teaching of this part of history and how we educate Black children.  

Other Ties to the Literature 

 The research findings closely aligned with the literature on the related topics of the 

correlation between student expectations and student outcomes, the hopes of associated 

outcomes of the implementation of Brown v. Board of Education, and the school desegregation 

process.   

Black students are often held to lower standards by non-Black teachers (Bali & Alvarez, 

2003). The findings show a need for the consistently held high expectations maintained by the 
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Black teachers at I. M. Terrell. These high expectations were applied to classroom achievement, 

physical presentation, involvement in extracurricular activities, and even how the young people 

should consider their future.  

As the participants in the study highlighted, the literature also indicates conflicting 

viewpoints on whether school desegregation should have been implemented. One school of 

thought was aligned to W. E. B. Du Bois’ statement, “Negroes cannot receive proper education 

in white institutions” (1935).  On the contrary, proponents eagerly believed school integration 

would result in racial equity across all aspects of the public school system (Ramsey, 2017). 

 Black people consistently show signs of discontent when looking back on the school 

desegregation process based on the literature (Caldas et al, 2002).  The I. M. Terrell study had 

the same outcome as the former students reflect on all that was lost by closing the doors to I. M. 

Terrell.  As indicated in the findings and in the literature, in the “quest for equality” of physical 

resources “valued aspects of African American schooling were lost” (Mungo 2013). 

Learning While Black  

 The research participants' perspectives on how I. M. Terrell helped them reach great 

heights academically and in life, in general, are akin to the research conducted by Oyersman, 

Gant, and Ager (1995). Their research outlines three aspects that foster school success for Black 

children: 1) seeing oneself as a member of the racial group, 2) being aware of stereotypes and 

limitations to one's present and future social and economic outcomes, and 3) developing a 

perspective of self as succeeding as a member of their own racial group.  All three were 

amplified at I. M. Terrell for its students through instruction and their teachers serving as role 

models.   

None of the participants seemed ashamed or resentful of having to live in their Black skin 

during the time of school desegregation.  They understood it is their Black skin that afforded 
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them the opportunity to have access to the caring faculty that helped propel them and so many 

generations into greatness.  They also spoke of being taught the essence of what it meant to be 

Black.  The history of the greatness of so many people who shared their heritage was used to 

enrich the curriculum set by Fort Worth ISD.  At the same time, the teachers did not try to 

sugarcoat the mistreatment and struggles collectively faced by every generation of Black people.  

The students, as a result knew what they could accomplish, despite the racism, they faced—

seeing what their own teachers and numerous Black leaders had accomplished, the students felt a 

connection and pride to their race.  The pride helped facilitate a pathway into great opportunity 

and success after graduation for many students.  Is the knowledge of Black history, knowledge of 

the reality of the injustices that still exist across racial lines, and pride in identifying as a Black 

person a missing component for today's Black child?  Are the missing components contributing 

to the Black-white achievement gap?    

 Given both the findings in this research study and the findings in Oyersman, et al study, I 

recommend that schools and policymakers develop plans to address these particular areas: 1) 

teaching the many successes and figures of leadership in the history of Black people, 2) teaching 

the discrimination faced by Black people for generations and sharing stories of triumph over 

prejudice, 3) Developing mentor programs that allow Black children to have Black adults help 

them develop a sense of pride in their identity and begin to see being Black as a form of social 

capital and not, in any way, a deficit.  

 While there was no formal programming that set this foundation for me as Black girl, I 

can look back and see how each of these three aspects were interwoven into my life and I now 

know it contributed to my positive academic outcomes.  A few of my experiences that apply to 

the research are having a Black teacher during an important age developmentally, 1st grade, 
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being taught by a former I. M. Terrell graduate and I. M. Terrell teacher, and taking a life-

changing Black history course taught by a Black professor at Texas A&M University.  

 Similar to Fred Alexander, one of the participants, I never seemed to enjoy my history 

classes until I took a full course on Black History.  My people's contributions and struggles came 

alive in a way that I had never experienced prior to that semester.  My most vivid area of study 

was the reading of Coming of Age in Mississippi by Anne Moody.  The book helped me make 

sense of the racism that I was introduced to when I read Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry in 

elementary school.  Simultaneously, it helped me see that I get to use the struggle to be a force to 

make a change and to become a new source of pride and mentorship for other Black children.  In 

general, I learned Black history through literature because of the high expectations and love of 

reading fostered in me by my Black first-grade teacher, Mrs. Fannie Davis.  

 Mrs. Davis recognized my insatiable desire to learn.  She decided not to limit my 

instruction to the first-grade curriculum.  She made time before school to spend with me and 

developed creative ways to extend my learning.  My fondest memory is her allowing me to 

complete an enrichment project and then finding a way for me to present it to a higher grade 

level class.  I visited Mrs. Davis in her home in March 2020 and she shared memories of me 

being competitive and eager to learn.   

 When I was in seventh grade, I learned the joy that comes from the research process.  The 

joy that comes from taking an idea and learning more about it through reading and thinking 

about what you have read after spending hours in the library. The love is only greater when you 

have the privilege of writing about what you have discovered.  I credit Mrs. Earline Parks, my 

seventh-grade English teacher, for introducing me to my love of the research process.  I still 

remember her making sure I knew I was intelligent and capable of anything. While looking 

through archives I came across a picture of Mrs. Parks in an I. M. Terrell yearbook.  I knew she 
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was a graduate of I. M. Terrell, but I was shocked to the point of an audible gasp while sitting in 

Fort Worth ISD's archival library, to learn she was also a teacher. I am sure I did not know 

before that moment that I had managed to be gifted with having one of the caring, professional, 

intelligent teachers captured in this research.  However, when I look back, it makes sense as she 

definitely matched the profile.  Could it be that her choosing to carry the legacy of I. M. Terrell 

through her teaching me is further evidence that the chosen methods of I. M. Terrell could help 

eliminate the Black-white achievement gap?  Is Mrs. Parks a key part in me not being part of the 

group of Black learners set aside or touted as not being able to learn to the same level as their 

white peers.  

 I did not have many Black teachers, but I have vivid memories of at numerous rigorous 

tasks they assigned me to push my thinking, foster my love of learning (that I still cannot turn 

off), and to empower me to learn and lead unapologetically even when no one else in the room 

looks like me. Without me knowing it, the themes unveiled by the participants were aligned to 

my own educational experiences: caring teachers, having Black teachers, creating opportunities 

for me to learn beyond the standard curriculum, positive affirmations, and ensuring my 

knowledge of the history of my people.  It is overdue to give all Black children the experiences I. 

M. Terrell students, and I, had.    

Recommendations  

Educational Practitioners 

 There are five actions educational practitioners should consider while educating Black 

children of all ages.  Teachers and those who make curriculum and instructional decisions should 

incorporate ways for Black students to learn how to find and use their voice and position in a 

society where they are not the majority, embed Black history, teach civic education, increase 
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programming to increase career and college options, and develop authentic relationships with 

parents.  

 Opportunities for self-discovery must take place. Teachers should build relationships 

with their students to shed light on each students' unique strengths. Students should unpack their 

heritage both in terms of their ancestors and their most immediate family members to make 

meaning of who they are and all they are capable of becoming. Self-discovery can also come 

through exposure to literature written by Black authors and learning about the pathways of Black 

scholars in each academic field.  

 The inclusion of Black representation makes embedding Black history a natural process.  

One of the most natural places to begin is in actual history class.  Sharing topics and key events 

in history from various perspectives is essential.  When those oppressed have a perspective that 

differs from the oppressor, students should be challenged to think about why, and find the truth.  

Beyond history class, simple yet deliberate actions can be taken through the study of literature, 

theater, art, and music. Mindfulness of an instructional approach relevant to the lives of Black 

students should be considered (Grant, et al., 2016).  Schools must examine which authors are 

held as the example, which playwrights have their work showcased at school productions, what 

forms of art and music are held in high esteem in classes.  Black students need and deserve to see 

representation after the despicable way it was taken from them by the poor execution of Brown v. 

Board of Education.  

 The theme of becoming a respectable citizen was resoundingly articulated by I. M. 

Terrell teachers.  Required civic education should return to our schools beyond just memorizing 

Schoolhouse Rock songs.  Civic education should start with morals like timeliness, pleasant 

treatment of others, and professional presentation like that at I. M. Terrell.  Then, this education 

must extend to students knowing critical elements of how laws and policies are created along 
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with understanding the role voting has in the process.  Students must learn how volunteerism and 

advocating for civil rights issues are key to making the country better for them and future 

generations. If civic responsibility is taught alongside Black history, I think more Black students 

will believe it is not a choice but a privilege and obligation.   

 The counseling efforts of Irene Kirk directly impacted the lives of so many of the 

students at I. M. Terrell.  Schools should have designated and knowledgeable counselors who 

know the students and can help guide their journeys by opening their eyes to all possible future 

pathways.  The programming should be embedded in the fabric of the school and not rely on a 

third-party or on happenstance.  

 There was a trust factor that existed between the parents and the educators at I. M. 

Terrell.  Educators must reach out and welcome parents into the educational process.  Students 

need to see the relationship like I. M. Terrell students saw between their parents and faculty 

members.  

Educational Preparation Programming 

 A limited number of teachers have both the content expertise and intrinsic commitment to 

relentlessly pursue excellence for their students due to the increased number of career choices.  

However, more must be done to require all certification granted educator preparation programs 

to equip teachers and administrators with the mindset and skill set to create a learning culture 

similar to I. M. Terrell's. 

 Preparation programs should consider making the study of key figures in Black history 

across many fields a requirement.  Successful Black teachers and administrators should be asked 

to train and mentor pre-service and novice educators.  A further requirement is explicit training 

to facilitate educators uncovering and addressing their personal biases and prejudices about 

Black people.  The study of their own personal bias should result in the uncovering of the level 
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of expectation they have for Black students to determine if it matches the level expected by I. M. 

Terrell teachers.   

Future Research  

 I am still confused by Clifford Davis' mixed suggestions for the desegregation plan and 

his rationale for closing I. M. Terrell.  Was Davis so blinded by the game Jennings, Class of 

1966, mentioned in his interview that he was committed to school integration at all costs?  

Further research into who else (if anyone) was part of the group who shared his 

recommendations should be initiated.    

 As our country continues to face a shortage of Black teachers, further research should be 

conducted to determine how to attract and retain Black teachers.  This study shows that the 

teachers made the difference then, and there is no reason to believe they do not make the 

difference now.  

Conclusion  

 

 The I. M. Terrell High School study revealed that the unequal facilities, financial support, 

and instructional resources did not prevent students from learning. The knowledge, expectations, 

and care of the faculty far out measured what was lacking.  The teachers' backgrounds, 

professionalism, and commitment became a source of racial pride for the students.  Student life 

outcomes debunk the false narrative that Black segregated high schools could not provide an 

excellent education.  The false narrative became the steppingstone for the push for integrating 

schools.  Sadly, the profound thirst for the dream associated with attending an integrated school 

caused Black people to surrender their race's educational and economic progress.   

 Time will not allow us to go back and make the implementation of school integration one 

of true equality and not just of convenience or the white people who did not want their children 

to attend schools like I. M. Terrell.  However, it is not too late to create learning experiences 
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aligned to the first four themes outlined in chapter 4.  It is not too late to let our Black children 

know they are intelligent beings who can achieve at the same level (if not higher) than their 

white peers. 

It is time to end naming Black people who have success academically and professionally 

as exceptions to the race. It is time that all know that extraordinary, intelligent Black people were 

the model for the race before actions laced with acts of superiority by white people tried to 

camouflage it.  No matter their race, all of our children deserve to benefit from the 

recommendations brought forward in this chapter.  It is time that we adequately prepare 

educators to teach Black students while holding an expectation that each student can soar to 

success.  It is time to reconsider the lack of representation of Black people and their voice in 

most curriculum choices and how history is taught.  

 The study of I. M. Terrell shows what is possible for Black children when they receive 

what they deserve within a school setting.  I. M. Terrell is a model of what can and should be for 

education.  
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